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Nomenclature

,  ,  Material parameters of Swift constitutive model
, , ,  Hosford-Coulomb model parameters
 Damage indicator
 Damage indicator of Hosford-Coulomb model
 Damage indicator of DSSE model
d Dimension
 Number of experiments for fracture model calibration
I Identity tensor
 First invariant of stress tensor
 Second invariant of the deviatoric stress tenso
 Third invariant of the deviatoric stress tensor
 Length of element
 Residual error
s Deviatoric part of stress tensor
 Thickness of specimen
 ,  ,  Function of Lode angle parameters
 ,  Function of stress triaxaility
,  DSSE model parameter
 Flow stress
 Stress triaxiality
 Lode angle parameter
 Equivalent plastic strain


 Fracture strain of Hosford-Coulomb model


 Fracture strain of localization necking criterion


 Strain at the onset of localization under plane strain tension
 Fracture strain

 Least square error function 
 End of yield plateau 

 Caucy stress tensor
 Mean stress
 von Mises stress

1. Introduction

In accidental scenarios related to ships and offshore structures that 

involve contact, such as collision and grounding, large deformation 

and fracture may occur occasionally. Damage assessment based on the 

numerical analysis of an accident can reduce the cost of physical 

experiments and reduce human, social, and environmental damages 

through the design of a structure that effectively responds to the 

accident load. Mild and high-tensile strength steels primarily used in 

the shipbuilding and offshore industry are considered as ductile 

materials. Therefore, information regarding the plasticity and fracture 

behavior of these steels is essential for an accurate structural behavior 
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prediction through the numerical analysis of shipbuilding and offshore 

structures as well as material experiments. 

In a phenomenological model, fracture initiation is defined as the 

point at which the damage indicator, which is expressed in terms of 

stress or strain, reaches a threshold. Researchers have used 

phenomenological models with stress triaxiality and lode angle as 

stress state parameters to predict ductile material failure (Johnson and 

Cook, 1985; Xue, 2007; Bai and Wierzbicki, 2008; Choung et al., 

2015a; Choung at al., 2015b; Park et al., 2017; Cerik et al., 2019c; Park 

et al., 2019a; Park et al., 2020). Bai and Wierzbicki (2010) developed 

the modified Mohr–Coulomb model expressed by stress triaxiality and 

Lode angle parameter. Mohr and Marcadet (2015) proposed a Hosford

–Coulomb (HC) fracture strain model expressed in terms of Mohr–
Coulomb failure condition and the Hosford equivalent stress. The 

Mohr–Coulomb yield criterion-based fracture strain model has been 

demonstrated through theoretical/experimental studies to simulate the 

fracture prediction of ductile materials with high accuracy (Roth and 

Mohr, 2016; Algarni et al., 2017; Cerik et al., 2019a; Park et al., 2019b).

Researchers have attempted to quantitatively measure the extent of 

damage through failure tests on unstiffened/stiffened panels that are 

typically used in marine structures (Choung and Cho, 2008; Min and 

Cho, 2012; Park et al., 2016; Cho et al., 2018; Nho et al., 2018; Cerik 

et al., 2019b). Although plastic deformation problems accompanied by 

large strains such as impact and stranding generate complex loads, 

such as compression, shear, bending, and tension, the major damage 

mode is caused in the tensile region owing to the continued 

deformation of the thin-walled shell structure. In this tensile mode 

damage, localized necking usually occurs, resulting in a local 

thickness reduction. In other words, the stress state at the point where 

the local necking occurs changes from a plane stress to a triaxial stress. 

To accurately predict the local necking, fine solid element meshing is 

essential. Meanwhile, to reduce computational cost and enhance the 

simplicity of modeling, use of a shell element is inevitable. However, 

the existing phenomenological models significantly reduces the 

accuracy of fracture prediction in shell-element-based numerical 

analyses (Pack and Mohr, 2017; Park et al., 2019a; Cerik and Choung, 

2020). Recently, researchers have attempted to improve the fracture 

prediction accuracy of a shell-element-based numerical analysis such 

that it is comparable to that of a solid-element-based numerical 

analysis. Pack and Mohr (2017) presented a domain of solid-to-shell 

equivalence (DSSE) model, where the thickness direction necking of a 

plate was defined as a fracture condition in the shell-element-based 

fracture simulation.

This study aims to obtain the plasticity and fracture behavior 

characteristics data of JIS G3131 SPHC, which is a thin structural steel 

material, and to perform a quantitative verification of the fracture 

model presented through structural experiments. Swift hardening law 

and HC–DSSE model material constants were obtained through tensile 

tests and numerical analysis of specimens of various fracture modes 

(flat bar, notched tension, central hole, plane strain, and pure shear). A 

user subroutine was developed to apply the proposed fracture model as 

a fracture criterion for the commercial finite element program, 

Abaqus/Explicit. The quantitative verification of the proposed fracture 

model was performed by comparing the punching experiment of 

unstiffened/stiffened panels and the fracture stimulation. 

2. Theoretical Background 

2.1 Stress State Variable

The stress state of an isotropic material can be represented by the 

stress triaxiality () and Lode angle parameter ( ), which are 

expressed in terms of the stress invariant (Eqs. (1)–(2)). The stress 

triaxiality and lode angle are expressed in terms of the first invariant 

() of the stress tensor () and the second invariant ( ) and third 

invariant () of the deviatoric stress tensor (s) (Eqs. (3)–(6)). The 

range of the Lode angle parameter is ≦ ≦. The relationship 

between the stress triaxiality and Lode angle parameteris given in Eq. 

(7), and it can be represented in the plane stress state, as shown in Fig. 1. 
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Fig. 1 Stress states on the plane of stress triaxiality and Lode 

angle parameter (Cerik et al., 2019a)
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2.2 Fracture Model for Three-dimensional Stress State

Mohr and Marcadet (2015) presented the Hosford-Coulomb (HC) 

model as a fracture criterion for ductile materials and structures in a 

three-dimensional stress state under a proportional loading. In the HC 

model, the constant stress state parameter, (


) is giben as function 

of stress state parameters {, } and depends on material constants {, 

, , } (Eq. (8)). Under proportional loading, if the equivalent plastic 

strain () reaches the fracture strain, it is assumed that fracture has 

occurred. Roth and Mohr (2016) suggested = 0.1 for general steel. 

Therefore, only material constants , , and  need to be determined in 

the HC model. The material constants a and c of the HC model 

represent the sensitivities of the stress triaxiality and Lode angle 

parameter, respectively. The material constant b determines the overall 

level of the fracture strain. Because the HC model has a small number 

of material constants, the material constants can be derived through a 

small number of experiments. Furthermore, the accuracy of the 

fracture prediction for ductile materials has been demonstrated and 

used by many researchers. On the other hand, a fracture model needs to 

consider the variability of the loading path during the deformation of 

materials and structures. Hence, a linear damage accumulation model, 

which is expressed as the accumulation of equivalent plastic strains, 

was used (Eq. (12)). In the accumulative damage model, failure occurs 

when the damage indicator () reaches 1.0. 
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2.3 Fracture Model for Plane Stress States

Ships and offshore structures are typical thin-walled shell structures, 

and shell-element-based modeling for the numerical analysis of these 

structures is essential for reducing time and simplifying modeling. The 

classical equivalent plastic-strain-based fracture model including the 

HC model shows a significantly reduced fracture prediction accuracy 

in shell-element-based fracture simulations. Pack and Mohr (2017) 

presented a DSSE model as a fracture criterion for plane stress states 

through the Marciniak–Kuczynski (MK) analysis of a unit-size shell 

element model. The MK analysis is primarily used to theoretically 

Fig. 2 A schematic curves of ductile fracture and necking limit

derive the forming limit curve of a material to avoid molding defects 

(necking, fracture, etc.) in the plate forming process. Therefore, the 

DSSE model considers the thickness direction necking to be a fracture 

criterion based on assuming that the difference between the local 

necking in the thickness direction and the point of occurrence of 

fracture is small based through MK analysis. In this study, for the 

fracture criterion in the shell-element-based fracture simulation, as 

shown in Fig. 2, the ductile fracture criterion (HC model) and the 

necking limit criterion (DSSE model) were applied. The application 

range of the DSSE model was (≦≦) for the biaxial tension 

regime, and the DSSE fracture strain (


) comprised the stress 

triaxiality and material constants , , and , as shown in Eq. (13). The 

material constant  was used in the HC model as well. Park and Mohr 

(2017) presented the DSSE model material constant  = 0.01 for 

ordinary steel through MK analysis. Therefore, only material constant 

 remained in the DSSE model.

Park and Mohr (2017) presented a Considère-assumption-based 

simplified equation to derive the material constant  of the DSSE 

model. In the Considère assumption, necking is defined as a plastic 

instability phenomenon. The flow stress (
  ) at the local 

necking plastic strain (


) in the plane strain tensile (PST) state is 

shown in Eq. (16). Substituting the plane strain tensile state 

(  ) into Eq. (13) yields Equation (17), which can be solved 

through numerical iterations. The linear damage accumulation model 

of the DSSE is expressed as Eq. (18). 
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3. Obtaining Fracture Model Material Constants

3.1 Material Experiment

3.1.1 Steel type

Plates are primarily used in the manufacture of marine structures. 

Generally, a thick steel plate of thickness 6 mm or more is used as a 

laboratory specimen. In some cases, structural experiments are 

conducted using scale model of double hulls (Ehlers et al., 2008; 

Ringsberg et al., 2018; Cerik et al., 2019b), but large structural 

experiments are subject to constraints (experimental equipment 

capacity, cost issues, etc.). In this study, owing to these practical 

limitations, a damage evaluation study was conducted through a 

structural experiment of a unstiffened/stiffened panels of a JIS G3131 

SPHC hot-rolled thin plate with a thickness of 1.9 mm. The width of 

the target steel base plate was 1,530 mm, and the chemical 

composition is shown in Table 1. The longitudinal direction of the 

plate material was defined as a rolling direction.

3.1.2 Tensile tests 

Fig. 3 shows the drawing and names of tensile specimens fabricated 

for the calibration of flow stress and fracture model material constants. 

The specimens were processed in the direction perpendicular to the 

steel processing direction, and the specimen thickness was 1.9 mm, 

which is the same as that of the base material. The dimensions of the 

flat smooth bars (FB) were in accordance with ASTM (2004) 

standards. A notched tension specimen (NT20) was used to verify the 

flow stress owing to its high elongation to fracture and excellent 

experimental reproducibility. The central hole specimen (CH) had a 

hole of radius of 4 mm at the center of the specimen, and it was 

designed to derive the stress state parameter in a pure tensile state at 

the fracture point. PST and pure shear (SH) specimens were designed 

to induce fracture states owing to PST and pure shear, respectively. 

A tensile test was performed at room temperature through 

displacement control at a stroke speed of 0.5 mm/min using a universal 

material testing machine. In the experiment, the load of the lode cell 

and the displacement of the 50 mm extensometer were measured. The 

Table 1 Chemical composition of JIS G3131 SPHC steel

Material C Si Mn P S

JIS G3131 SPHC 0.0509 0.02 0.24 0.014 0.0062

Fig. 3 Design of the specimens (unit: mm)

obtained load–displacement curve was used for the quantitative 

verification of the numerical analysis. 

3.2 Numerical Analysis 

3.2.1 Finite element modeling

A numerical analysis of each specimen is essential to derive the 

loading path at the fracture point. Fig. 4 shows the finite element 

model. CH, PST, and NT20 modeling was performed based on an 1/8 

modeling by applying symmetrical conditions in the length, width, and 

thickness directions of the specimen. The shear specimens were 

modeled based on a 1/2 modeling through symmetrical conditions 

with respect to the thickness direction of the specimen. Each specimen 

was produced up to 50 mm, to which the extensometer was attached. In 

addition, by increasing the element size in regions far from the 

predicted fracture notch of the specimen, the time cost of numerical 

analysis was reduced. The size of the elements was determined by a 

sensitivity test according to the size of the elements. Finally, 10 

elements were arranged in the thickness direction of the specimen.

3.2.2 Flow stress calculation

The true strain–true stress curve obtained through the tensile testing 

of smooth specimens is not valid beyond the ultimate strength, at 

which specimen non-uniformity occurs. In the numerical analysis of a 

fracture accompanied by a large strain, the flow stress is extrapolated 

Fig. 4 Finite element models of the specimens
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using the Swift constitutive equation. The Swift construction equation 

including the yield plateau where the initial yield stress is maintained 

comprises two parts: before and after   where the yield plateau 

ends, as shown in Eq. (19).

  








 if  ≦ 
  

 if   (19)

The material constants of the Swift constitutive equation, {,  , } 

were determined through a fit to the uniform-true-stress–uniform- 

true-strain curve obtained from the smoothing material experiment up 

to the ultimate strength. The flow stress is shown in Fig. 5, and it was 

used to compute the numerical analysis results and experimental 

results of NT20, which are shown in Fig. 6. It was confirmed from the 

numerical analysis results of NT20 that the flow stress, which was 

suggested from the numerical analysis, matched the experimental 

results accurately. 

3.2.3 Loading path review

In this study, the time at which specimen fracture occurred was 

defined as the time at which the specimen suddenly lost its stiffness 
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Fig. 5 Flow stress of JIS G3131 SPHC
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Fig. 7 Comparison of force-displacement between test and simulation

and the load rapidly decreased during the experiment. In the numerical 

analysis, the fracture initiation part was defined as the factor with the 

largest equivalent plastic strain at the time of fracture. Fig. 7 shows a 

load–displacement curve obtained from the experiments and numerical 

analysis of CH, PST, and SH until the point of failure. The numerical 

analysis results are consistent with the experiment results. 

Fig. 8 shows the stress state parameter variability according to the 

equivalent plastic strain at the fracture point of each specimen. It was 

observed that CH exhibited a relatively small stress state variability. In 
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the case of PST, it was confirmed that the variability of the 

stresstriaxiality was greater than that of the Lode angle because the 

initial notch radius did not maintain the shape as the specimen was 

subjected to a tensile force. In the case of SH, it was discovered that a 

tensile–shear combined load was applied in the initial pure tension as it 

approached the fracture point. 

3.3 Determination of Fracture Model Material Constants

An optimization technique was applied to determine the material 

constants of the HC model. The design variables were set to the 

material constants of the HC model, the constraint to the range of the 

material constants, and the objective function to the minimum value of 

the error residual sum of squares () (Eq. (20)). The residual sum of 

squares of error means the sum of squares of the ratio of the loading 

path data to the corresponding predicted data,  
 , as shown in Eq. 

(21). The numerical analysis data of each specimen comprised at least 

300 data points until failure occurred such that the error occurring in 

the entire loading path was minimized.  indicates the number of 

experiments conducted to calibrate the material constant. The material 

constants of the DSSE model were determined using Eqs. (16) and 

(17). Table 2 shows the material constants of the final version of the 
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Fig. 8 Evolution of the equivalent plastic strain against stress 

state parameters

Table 2 Calibrated HC-DSSE model parameters

Constraint
HC model parameters


DSSE

parameter 
   

1.0≤≤2.0
0.1≤≤2.0

0.0001≤≤0.2
1.5979 1.3599 0.0012 0.0007 1.7027

HC model as well as the design variables, constraints, residual sum of 

squares, and material constants of the DSSE model.
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Fig. 9 Fracture locus of JIS G3131 SPHC grade steel

Fig. 9(a) shows the HC model in a three-dimensional plane. It was 

observed that JIS G3131 SPHC steel was more sensitive to the 

volatility of the stress triaxiality than the lode angle. Fig. 9(b) shows 

the HC-DSSE model in the plane stress state. It was observed that the 

HC and DSSE models indicated the lowest strain in the PST, and that 

the necking condition of the DSSE was significantly lower than that of 
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the HC model. 

4. Semistatic Punching Experiment and Simulation

4.1 Experiment Summary

In this study, for the quantitative verification of the proposed HC–
DSSE fracture model, an unstiffened and two stiffened panels 

punching fracture experiments of the same JIS G3131 SPHC steel and 

a shell-element-based fracture simulation were performed. The 

experimental setup is shown in Fig. 10, where the specimen was bolted 

to the jig to be fixed, to which a forced displacement of the indenter 

was applied. The indenter was manufactured in an ellipse shape of 

radii 50.0 and 25.0 mm in the major and minor axes, respectively (Fig. 

11 (b)), and the major axis was in contact with the specimen. The 

drawings and names of the unstiffened and stiffened panels are shown 

in Fig. 11 (a). The unstiffened panel (0-FB) measured 800 mm × 800 

mm × 1.9 mm, whereas the reinforcement measured 25.0 mm in height 

and 1.9 mm in thickness. For the stiffened panels, the stiffener was 

welded to the unstiffened panel, and depending on the number of 

reinforcing materials used, it was categorized into 1-FB for one 

reinforcing material, and 2-FB for two reinforcing materials. The 

thickness centerline of the reinforcing material of 1-FB coincided with 

that of the stiffened panels. Therefore, the indenter penetrated the 

stiffener. The centerline of the 2-FB reinforcing material was 100 mm 

off the centerline of the specimen, and an indenter penetrated between 

the stiffeners. It was single-pass welded using a TIG (tungsten inert- 

gas arc welding) arc welding machine. The welding speed was 5.0 

mm/min, the rated output current was 50 A, and the load voltage is 70 V. 

(a) Schematic of a punch test

(b) Photo of a punch test for un-stiffened panel

Fig. 10 Schematic and photo of a punch test

(a) Specimens

50

10
0

(b) Indenter

Fig. 11 Drawing of the test specimens and indenter (unit: mm)

The effective width excluding the specimen support was 600.0 mm × 

600.0 mm. To evenly distribute the force to the fixed part of the 

specimen, a cover was separately manufactured. The forced displacement 

speed of the indenter was 10 mm/min. The stroke displacement and 

load were measured from the experiment. 

4.2 User Subroutine Development

Through the development of the user subroutine of Abaqus/Explicit, 

a commercial finite element analysis program, the HC–DSSE model 

was applied as a fracture criterion. Fig. 12 shows the general algorithm 

of the material user subroutine, VUMAT. A single shell element has a 

section point in the component thickness direction. In this study, a 

Fig. 12 Material user subroutine algorithm
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four-node reduced integration (S4R) shell element with five integral 

thickness points, which is provided by Abaqus/Explicit, was used in 

the modeling. When one of the five-section points reached   = 1.0 

or all five integration points reach  = 1.0, the integration point 

loses its stiffness and deleted. An element is deleted if all integration 

points lose their stiffnesses.

4.3 Numerical Analysis 

4.3.1 Numerical analysis of unstiffened panel

The finite element model of the unstiffened panel specimen was 

generated using an S4R shell element. The indenter was modeled with 

a four-node rigid element. To verify the sensitivity of the element size, 

the element size of the unstiffened panel was modeled such that the 

ratio of the specimen thickness of 1.9 mm to the element length   was 

approximately 5.0 (= 10.0 mm), 2.5 (  = 5.0 mm), and 1.25 (  = 2.5 

mm). The modeling according to the boundary conditions and element 

size of the numerical analysis is shown in Fig. 13. The shell element 

was created for the entire width of the specimen (800 mm × 800 mm),  

(a)   = 2.5 mm

(b)   = 5.0 mm

(c)   = 10.0 mm

Fig. 13 Finite element models of un-stiffened panel
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Fig. 14 Comparison of displacement-force curve between un-stiffened 

panel test and simulation
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Fig. 15 Evolution of stress triaxiality in the fracture initiation element 

(mesh size: 5.0 mm)

and the six degrees of freedom of the specimen fixture, except for the 

effective width (600 mm × 600 mm), was fixed. The load was 

implemented by applying a forced displacement to the reference node 

of the rigid element (indenter). The speed of the indenter was 10 mm 

per minute, which was slow; hence, the analysis time was long. To 

address this problem, mass scaling and energy balance methods can be 

used. Because mass scaling can significantly induce the effect ofinertia 

force at high-speed deformation during fracture, the analysis time was 

accelerated using energy balance. In other words, the simulation time 

was reduced by increasing the speed of the indenter such that the ratio 

of the kinetic energy to the total energy was maintained within 1.0%. 

After the speed was determined, the friction coefficient was 

determined such that the error rate of the load–displacement curve 

slope was the smallest in the experiment through repeated numerical 

analyses. According to numerical analysis, the friction coefficient was 

assumed to be 0.23. 

Fig. 14 shows the load–stroke displacement curves from the 

unstiffened panel experiment and the numerical analysis. Based on the 

numerical analysis result, it was discovered that the fracture 

displacement differed according to the element size. In this study, the 

effect of the shell element size on the fracture strain was not considered, 

and because the shell element size that yielded the most accurate 
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(a) Test

(b) Simulation (  = 5.0 mm)

Fig. 16 Comparison of fracture propagation between un-stiffened 

panel tests and simulations

Table 3 Comparison of the experimentally measured and numerically 

predicted rupture size for un-stiffened panel test

Case d1 (mm) d2 (mm) d3 (mm) d4 (mm)

0-FB (Test) 7.3 5.1 7.1 8.7

0-FB (Simulation) 7.32 5.2 6.63 8.04

Error 0.27 1.96 6.62 7.59

simulation result was 5.0 mm ( / = 2.5), 5.0 mm was selected as the 

final element size. Fig. 15 shows the stress triaxiality according to the 

equivalent plastic strain increment of the indenter top surface and the 

bottom surface selection point of the fracture initiation point. 

It was discovered that the stress states of the top (the indenter 

contact surface) and bottom surfaces of the specimen at the fracture 

point were highly strained under nearly equi-biaxial tension. Fig. 16 

and Table 3 show the fracture extents of the final displacement results 

in the experiment and numerical analysis. From these results, it was 

discovered that the final fracture shape of the simulation analysis 

matched well with that of the experiment. 

4.3.2 Numerical analysis of reinforcing plates

The element size of the stiffened panels in the modeling was = 5.0, 

which was determined through the element size convergence test of 

the unstiffened panel. The FB-1 and FB-2 numerical analysis models 

are shown in Fig. 17. The boundary conditions and analysis conditions 

(a) FB-1

(b) FB-2

Fig. 17 Finite element models of stiffened panel

(a) FB-1
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and simulation 
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(a) 1-FB

(b) 2-FB

Fig. 19 Comparison of fracture propagation between stiffened 

panel test and simulations

Table 4 Comparison of the experimentally measured and numerically 

predicted rupture size for stiffened panel test

Case d1 (mm) d2 (mm) d3 (mm)

1-FB (Test) 12.0 9.9 -

1-FB (Simulation) 11.70 9.73 -

Error 2.50 1.72 -

2-FB (Test) 8.0 8.0 7.0

2-FB (Simulation) 7.9 7.3 6.7

Erorr 1.25 8.75 4.29

were the same as those for the unstiffened panel. Fig. 18 shows the 

numerical analysis results. It was observed that the fracture 

displacement and maximum load in the numerical analysis of 1-FB 

were similar to the experimental values. The error rates of the fracture 

initiation load and the fracture initiation displacement in the 2-FB 

numerical analysis were 6% and 8.4%, respectively. Fig. 19 shows the 

fractures of the specimens obtained from the experiments and 

numerical analyses of 1-FB and 2-FB. Table 4 shows a comparison of 

the fracture ranges from the experiments and numerical analysis, in 

which a relatively small error rate was observed. 

5. Conclusion

Tensile specimens were fabricated using smooth bars for general 

structural steels and tested, in which nonlinear numerical analysis and 

extrapolation were used to obtain the flow stress values up to the large 

strain section. To obtain the material constants for the HC fracture 

model and DSSE fracture model, various notched specimens were 

fabricated and tested on the same steel, and the flow stress results were 

applied to the nonlinear numerical analysis model to confirm the 

quantitative numerical analysis results. An optimization method was 

applied to the numerical analysis results of these material constant 

acquisition specimens to acquire the material constants of the HC and 

DSSE models. 

A user subroutine was developed to apply the HC–DSSE fracture 

model as a fracture condition to a commercial finite element analysis 

program. Furthermore, to conduct a quantitative verification of the 

fracture model, a punching experiment of a unstiffened/stiffened 

panels and a fracture simulation based on a shell element were 

performed. The element size of the numerical model of the stiffened 

panels was determined by the sensitivity test of the shell element size 

for the numerical analysis of the unstiffened panel. Local necking 

occurred in the local area on the materials and structures, whereas 

dense elements simulated the exact necking point in the numerical 

analysis. Although the DSSE model considered necking and ductile 

fracture displacement to be closely related, it was difficult to ascertain 

exactly when the actual fracture occurred after the necking. Therefore, 

considering the exact necking point as a fracture using a dense element 

can underestimate the fracture displacement. This effect can be 

corrected by sufficiently enlarging the element size. It was confirmed 

in this study that the numerical analysis result predicted the fracture 

behavior of the structure the most accurately when the element size 

was approximately 2.5 times the thickness of the structure. In the 

future, it is necessary to solve the component sensitivity issue of the 

fracture model by conducting studies, such as the correction of fracture 

strain according to the element size. Furthermore, accidents such as the 

collision and stranding of the ship’s offshore structures typically cause 

dynamic loads on the structures. To apply the ductile material fracture 

model to these problems, studies on the effect of strain rate on ductile 

fracture should be conducted in the future. 
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1. Introduction

Vessels located in a marine environment move in six degrees of 

freedom (6DOF). Among the 6DOF motions, the roll determines the 

boarding comfort, stability, and work environment of the passengers. 

Moreover, roll motions are associated with marine accidents such as 

ship overturn, which cause more material and human damage than ship 

engine failures. To prevent such marine accidents, there is a need for a 

process to identify the stability in waves in the ship design stage. As the 

stability of vessels is determined by the response amplitude operator 

(RAO) and wave energy spectrum of the floating body, it is critical to 

determine the RAOs of vessels. Existing methods to determine the 

RAO include experimental methods and computer analysis 

simulations. The determination of an RAO through experiments 

involves difficulties, owing to various constraints in the experimental 

model, equipment, and environment. To determine the RAO using 

computer simulations, the following three steps are required.

Step 1: A modeling process is conducted for the information of the 

vessel. This is a preliminary step for analysis and simulation, in which 

the shape information of the ship is generated.

Step 2: The vessel conditions are set. For example, the center of 

gravity and radius of gyration are input, considering the loading 

conditions and shape information of the vessel. 

Step 3: The motion responses are analyzed in the frequency domain. 

Then, the analysis results (such as the RAO per external force 

direction) can be obtained.

However, the shape information of vessels is not easy to obtain, and 

some small and medium vessels do not have detailed information (e.g., 

drawings). Furthermore, computer simulation methods have 

inefficient aspects, as the above three steps must be repeated when the 

shape of the vessel changes. In addition, users have different skill 

levels for the commercial tools used in simulation, affecting the 

reliability of the results. 

In view of the rising interest in artificial intelligence (AI)-related 

research in various fields, the shipbuilding and marine industry is also 

conducting research using AI techniques. Ham (2016) predicted lead 

times by considering the specifications and supply routes of fittings in 

shipyards using data mining techniques. Kim (2018) verified and 
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discussed prediction models for production lead times by considering 

the properties of blocks and pipes among the data of shipyards. In 

terms of ship operations, Park et al. (2004) and Lee et al. (2005) 

evaluated stability to disturbances during the navigation of specific 

vessels using a 3D panel method and researched a system for 

evaluating an optimal sea route by setting the kinematic phenomena of 

the hull (such as excessive rolling phenomenon) as variables. Mahfouz 

(2004) defined parameters related to a nonlinear roll to predict a 

nonlinear roll time series for vessels, and measured the accuracy using 

a cross-validation function and applying a regression algorithm. Kang 

et al. (2012) used artificial neural network (ANN) techniques to 

predict, in real time, the responses of floating bodies to nonlinear 

waves. Kim et al. (2018) predicted the roll motions of 9600TEU 

container ships in operation using navigation variables. Kim (2019) 

developed a fuel consumption rate prediction model based on ship 

operation data and created and verified a decision support model for 

abnormal conditions of equipment on sailing ships. Kim et al. (2019) 

tested seakeeping performance by using the RAO at various incident 

angles. Jeon (2019) developed a meta-model by combining three 

machine learning models to predict the fuel consumption of vessels 

and validated the AI model. 

Most studies combining the motions of vessels with AI techniques 

have investigated the optimal route, motion responses, and other topics 

regarding one specific vessel. However, this study aimed to predict the 

motion characteristics of specific vessels by learning the motion 

characteristics of barge-type ships with various specifications. First, 

information on barge-type ships registered with classification societies 

was collected. Then, the RAO data of each ship was generated using an 

in-house code, based on a 3D singularity distribution method. Thus, 

data sets of the specifications and RAOs were created for various 

barge-type ships. Using some of this data as training data, the RAOs of 

specific ships in the test data were predicted after a learning process. 

The ultimate goal of this study was to identify the roll RAOs of 

barge-type ships using AI techniques. The results of this study can 

provide a means for assessing the stability of various barge-type ships. 

Furthermore, the method developed in this study has the advantage of 

minimizing the modeling process for analyzing the RAO and the 

dependence on skill level for commercial tools.

2. Research Process 

2.1 Machine Learning

Machine learning can be defined as a science of programming 

computers to learn from data. As shown in Fig. 1, machine learning 

can be classified based on the existence or absence of labeled data, into 

supervised learning, unsupervised learning, and reinforcement 

learning. Among them, supervised learning consists of classification 

and regression depending on predictions from results. Unsupervised 

learning is a method of deriving a result by a computer alone, i.e., 

without human intervention. One representative example of 

unsupervised learning is clustering. Reinforcement learning is a 

learning method that reinforces actions in the direction of the current 

action or in the opposite direction, through reward or penalty. Thus, 

this learning method selects an action or measure that maximizes the 

reward for selectable actions, by recognizing the current condition. 

The present study used a supervised learning method (which provides 

an answer) from among the machine learning methods, and a 

regression method to predict the values. 

2.2 Perceptron

The human brain consists of combinations of neurons, and signals 

and information are communicated and learned through synapses 

interconnecting the neurons. A mathematical model of this process is 

called perceptron. Similar to the brain's learning principles, 

perceptrons also have the ability to solve problems by adjusting 

weights through learning. Fig. 2 shows conceptual diagrams of the 

human brain and perceptrons. The operation sequence of a perceptron 

is described below. However, single-layer perceptrons have difficulty 

Fig. 1 Machine learning classification
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in learning non-linear models, as there is only one activation function. 

(1) Input of training data (   ⋯  );

(2) Multiplication of the weights (   ⋯  ) and input value;

(3) Delivery of the sum of the multiplications to a net input function;

(4) Returning a “1” if the prediction data of the net input function is 

larger than the threshold of the activation function, or a “-1” if the 

former is smaller than the latter; and 

(5) Updating the weight in the direction that minimizes the prediction 

and observation data.

2.3 Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP)

Fig. 3 shows a concept diagram of a multi-layer perceptron (MLP). 

An MLP consists of multiple hidden layers between the input and 

output layers to compensate for the above-mentioned disadvantages of 

the single-layer perceptron. The complexity of the neural network is 

determined by the number of hidden layers. An ANN with two or more 

hidden layers is generally called a deep neural network (DNN). The 

operation principle of an MLP is similar to that of a single-layer 

perceptron, and its sequence is as follows.

(1) Enter the training data (   ⋯  );

(2) Randomly set the weights of each layer (   ⋯  );

(3) Calculate the net input function value for each layer and the 

output value by the activation function;

(4) Update the weights until the difference between prediction and 

observation data by the activation function of the output layer becomes 

the tolerance; and 

(5) Finish learning when the defined number of learning iterations 

for the training data is reached. 

Fig. 3 Multi-Layer Perceptron concept

2.4 Data Collection

The length, breadth, and draft data of ships were collected from the 

specifications of barge-type ships registered with the Korea, Japan and 

Denmark-Germany register of shipping. In total, data were collected 

for 500 ships; ships with duplicate specifications were excluded from 

the data collection. In addition, eight input variables were generated 

for the learning model based on the collected ship data. The input 

variables were selected based on factors related to the roll motion, as 

shown in Table 1. The radius of gyration was set to 0.4 times the ship 

breadth, and the center of gravity was estimated under the assumption 

that the ship was on a free water surface.

Table 1 Input features

Features Description Range
L Length (m) 14 ~ 183 

B Breadth (m) 6 ~ 76 
D Draft (m) 1.24 ~ 6 
V Volume (m3) 169 ~ 89794
 Radius of Gyration (m) 2.4 ~ 30.4

 Mass moment of inertia of x-axis (kg·m2) 102193.7 ~ 8.67×109

 Restoring coefficient of x-axis (kg/s2) 62139.02 ~ 5.02×109

 Transverse metacenter height (m) 0.083075 ~ 85.4

2.5 Structure of Artificial Neural Network (ANN)

The learning model was created using the Python language, and the 

ANN was configured using the TensorFlow library. The hyperparameters 

Table 2 Hyper parameters

Parameter Value

Input layer neurons 8

Hidden layer
Hidden layer: Variable

Hidden layer neurons: Variable

Output layer neurons 20

Data ratio
 Training data: 80 %

Test data: 20 %

Learning rate 0.01

Epoch 10,000

Drop out 0.7

Batch size 80

Optimizer Adam

Activation function Sigmoid, Relu

    

Fig. 2 Neuron concepts (Left) & Perceptron concepts (Right)
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used in this learning model are listed in Table 2. In addition, the 

numbers of hidden layers and hidden layer neurons were set as variables 

in this study. To prevent the overfitting of the ANN, the effects of the 

input variables were set identically through a normalization process of 

the input variables, and the range of normalization was set from 0 to 1. 

In addition, to prevent overfitting owing to the increased number of 

features during learning, the features of the learning model were 

reduced by applying the drop-out technique. 

3. Learning Result and Discussion

3.1 Accuracy Assessment Indices

3.1.1 Random number change of the learning model

It was assumed that there would be a difference in the accuracy of 

the learning model depending on the training and test data, as data for a 

limited number of ships (500EA) was used. Thus, to consider various 

combinations of training and assessment data, the mean value of the 

accuracy was calculated for various training and assessment data, by 

changing the random number inside the learning model. In particular, 

the training and test data for the ANN were varied based on the seed 

number. Twenty random numbers from 0 to 19 were set, and the 

compositions of the assessment and test data were changed for each 

random number. Finally, the conclusion was derived by synthesizing 

the accuracy based on 20 random numbers. 

3.1.2 Root mean square error (RMSE)

The root mean square error (RMSE), a general index for assessing a 

regression model, was used in this study, It can be expressed as shown 

in Eq. (1), where   denotes the RAO value obtained via simulation 

using an in-house code, and   denotes the RAO value as predicted by 

the learning model.
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  : Original data
  : Prediction data

 : Data number

3.1.3 Standard deviation (SD)

The standard deviation (SD), which represents the scatter, was used 

to reflect the fluctuations of each RMSE from the 20 random numbers. 

The SD can be expressed as shown in Eq. (2): 

±



  (2)

  : Prediction data

  : Mean value of original data

 : Data number 

3.1.4 Correlation coefficient

The scatter plots for two features were used to improve the accuracy 

of the learning model. To identify the relationships between the 

features in the scatter plots, the correlation coefficient () was used as 

an index to measure the direction and intensity of the linear 

relationship. The correlation coefficient can be expressed as shown in 

Eq. (3): 
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  : Variable ’s mean value
  : Variable ’s mean value

 : Data number

3.2 Case Information

Data number: 100EA / 200EA / 300EA / 400EA / 500EA

Hidden layer number: 2/3/4 layers

Hidden layer neuron number: (256,256) / (200,200) / (100,100) / 

(115,95) / (18,18) / (14,14) 

Table 3 shows the cases according to the variables. Each case is 

expressed in the form of ‘DNdata number_L hidden layer number_NN 

(neuron number of layer 1, neuron number of layer 2…)’. 

Table 3 Case table

Variable Case

Data Number

DN100_L2_NN(256,256)

DN200_L2_NN(256,256)

DN300_L2_NN(256,256)

DN400_L2_NN(256,256)

DN500_L2_NN(256,256)

Hidden Layer Number

DN500_L2_NN(256,256)

DN500_L3_NN(256,256,256)

DN500_L4_NN(256,256,256,256)

Hidden Layer Neuron Number

DN500_L2_NN(256,256)

DN500_L2_NN(200,200)

DN500_L2_NN(115,95)

DN500_L2_NN(100,100)

DN500_L2_NN(18,18)

DN500_L2_NN(14,14)

3.3 Learning Results by Data Number 

The number of pieces of data was changed from 100 to 500, in 100 

intervals. Fig. 4 shows the distribution plot for each data. Here, the 

-axis represents the length in Fig. 4(a), breadth in Fig. 4(b), and draft in 

Fig. 4(c), and the -axis represents the number. The purpose of using 

similar data distributions by data number was to preprocess the data 
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configurations before learning, as biased data can distort the accuracy 

of a learning model.

Average line

 

Fig. 6 DN500_L2_NN(256,256)’s RMSE

Fig. 5 shows the RMSE and SD values for 20 test data, according to 

the data number. In Fig. 5(a), it can be seen that the RMSE decreases 

with increasing data number. From Fig. 5(b), it can be seen that the 

variation of the accuracy also decreased.

Fig. 6 shows a graph with the seed number (0–19) as the x-axis and 

RMSE as y-axis for the case of DN500_L2_NN(256,256). In this case, 

Table 4 RMSE of seed number

Seed number RMSE Mean

#3 0.0717

0.0743

#6 0.0775

#8 0.0725

#12 0.0712

#14 0.0785

#0 0.0548

0.0534

#7 0.0528

#11 0.0547

#13 0.0536

#18 0.0509
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Fig. 4 Distribution plot by data number [(a) Length, (b) Breadth, (c) Draft] 

Fig. 5 (a) RMSE & (b) SD by data number 
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the data sets with the bottom 25% accuracies among the 20 seed 

numbers (3, 6, 8, 12, and 14) are indicated by red bars, whereas the 

data sets with the top 25% accuracies (0, 7, 11, 13, and 18) are 

indicated in black bars. Table 4 lists the values and means of the data 

with the bottom 25% and top 25% accuracies.

3.3.1 Seed number: 14

Seed number 14 is the data set with the highest RMSE, indicating 

that it has the lowest accuracy. However, the RMSE result of seed 

number 14 is derived as the mean RMSE for 100 ships, i.e., the test 

data. Considering that it is necessary to analyze the RMSE values for 

the 100 ships comprising the test data, a graph was generated for seed 

number 14, with the 100 ships of the test data on the x-axis, and the 

RMSE values of the ships on the y-axis (as shown in Fig. 7). A close 

examination of Fig. 7 reveals that the accuracy of the learning model 

for most of the ships is high, but the accuracy drops for some ships, 

owing to differences between the observed and predicted data.

Therefore, in this study, the RAOs of the bottom three ships and top 

three ships were compared as representative examples, and ships with 

a high RMSE were examined. For seed number 14, ships #21, #53, and 

#66 had low RMSEs, whereas ships #50, #63, and #80 had high 

RMSEs. 

Fig. 7 Seed number 14’s RMSE at each ship

Fig. 8 shows graphs for comparing the observed and predicted data 

of the RAOs for ships #21, #53, and #66. Although there were slight 

differences between the observed and predicted data in a specific 

Fig. 8 #21, #53, and #66 RAO comparison

Fig. 9 #50, #63, and #80 RAO comparison
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frequency range, the locations and sizes of the resonance points of the 

ships were predicted with high accuracy.

Fig. 9 shows graphs for comparing the observed and predicted data 

of the RAOs for ships #50, #63, and #80. It can be seen that ships #50, 

#63, and #80 have differences between the observed and predicted data 

at the locations of the resonance points. Furthermore, on the y-axis in 

Fig. 9, the size of the observation data at the resonance point is lower 

than 0.8 for ship #50, whereas the sizes at the resonance points of the 

observation data on the y-axis for ships #63 and #80 are approximately 

1.2. This difference in the absolute values on the y-axis is another 

factor that increases the RMSE. Lastly, for ship #80, which has the 

lowest accuracy, there are differences in not only the location of the 

resonance point, but also in the size at the resonance point, as well as 

between the observed and predicted data over the entire frequency 

range. 

3.3.2 Seed number: 18

Seed number 18 is the data set with the lowest RMSE, i.e., the data 

set showing the highest accuracy. The results were verified using the 

same method described for seed number 14 in Section 3.3.1. Fig. 10 

shows a graph of 100 ships (the test data) on the x-axis, and the RMSE 

of each ship on the y-axis. A close examination of Fig. 10 reveals that 

Fig. 10 Seed number 18’s RMSE at each ship

although the accuracy of the learning model for most of the ships is 

high, the model’s accuracy for some ships decreases, owing to 

differences between the observed and predicted data. 

As in Section 3.3.1, the RAOs of top three and bottom three ships 

Fig. 11 #9, #56, and #69 RAO comparison

Fig. 12 #11, #14, and #83 RAO comparison
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were compared for seed number 18, and they were selected as the data 

for examining the reasons for high RMSEs. Ships #9, #56, and #69 

from seed number 18 showed low RMSEs, whereas ships #11, #14, 

and #83 showed high RMSEs. 

Fig. 11 shows graphs comparing the observed and predicted data of 

the RAOs for ships #9, #56, and #69. Similar to ships #21, #53, and 

#66 of the above-mentioned seed number 14, there were slight 

differences between the observed and predicted data in a specific 

frequency range, but the locations and sizes of the ship’s resonance 

points were predicted with high accuracy.

Fig. 12 shows graphs comparing the observed and predicted data for 

the RAOs of ships #11, #14, and #83. The RMSE of ship #11 was 

measured as high, as the observation data were abnormal at 2 rad/s. 

This is considered to be a noise generated when the high-frequency 

region was analyzed using the in-house code; the prediction data is 

considered to be the normal result. Thus, although ship #3 has the 

highest RMSE, data preprocessing for the abnormal result at 2 rad/s is 

expected to decrease the RMSE. In the case of ships #14 and #84, as 

mentioned above, a high RMSE is observed, owing to differences in 

not only the location of the resonance points, but also in the sizes at the 

resonance points, as well as between the observed and predicted data 

over the entire frequency range.

3.4 Learning Results with Different Numbers of Hidden Layers 

The hidden layer calculates a weighted sum by receiving input 

values from the input layer and delivers this value to the output layer 

by applying it to an activation function. Regarding the number of 

hidden layers, one or two-layered neural networks are frequently used. 

Nevertheless, sometimes many hidden layers are required, owing to 

the purpose or complexity of the neural network. Therefore, to 

Fig. 13 (a) RMSE & (b) SD result with the change in the hidden layer number

Fig. 14 (a) DN500_L4_NN(256,256)’s RMSE & (b) Seed number 8 RMSE
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optimize the number of hidden layers in this study, the RMSE and SD 

values were obtained when increasing the number of hidden layers to 

two, three, and four.

Consequently, Fig. 13(a) shows a graph with the number of hidden 

layers on the x-axis and RMSE on the y-axis, and Fig. 13(b) shows a 

graph with the number of hidden layers on the x-axis and SD on the 

y-axis. An observation of these graphs reveals that when the number of 

hidden layers increased from two to three, the RMSE and SD increased 

slightly. When the number of hidden layers was four, the RMSE and 

SD increased sharply. Therefore, it was determined that two is the 

optimal number of hidden layers in this study.

Fig. 14(a) shows a graph with the seed number on the x-axis and 

RMSE on the y-axis for DN500_L4_NN(256,256). The 12 RMSEs 

higher than the mean are marked by red slashes. Fig. 14(b) shows a 

graph of the RMSEs for 100 ships in seed number 8, which has high 

RMSEs. In Fig. 14(b), ships #13, #17, and #54, which have high 

RMSEs, are marked with an ‘X’. 

An observation of the prediction data for the three ships in Fig. 15 

reveals that all of the ships have the same RAO, even though their 

specifications are different. Furthermore, a common phenomenon of 

predicting the same RAO is observed in the 12 seed numbers marked 

by red slashes, even though the 100 ships have different specifications. 

The cause of this phenomenon is considered to be the increased 

complexity of the system, owing to the increased number of hidden 

layers. In other words, it can be interpreted as a situation where the 

complexity increased, and the local minima was found in a certain part 

of the loss function instead of the global minima for the entire loss 

function, resulting in insufficient learning.

3.5 Learning Results with Different Numbers of Neurons in 

the Hidden Layer

In Sections 3.3 and 3.4, an intermediate conclusion was derived, i.e., 

that the optimal model is the case where there are data for 500 ships, 

and the number of hidden layer numbers is two. In this section, the 

learning results were analyzed according to different numbers of 

neurons in the hidden layer, to draw the final conclusions. During 

learning, there is difficulty in decision-making, as the number of 

neurons in the hidden layer depends on the user’s experience, whereas 

Fig. 15 #13, #17, and #54 RAO comparison

Table 5 Changes in the hidden layer number of neurons 

Case Name Description Etc

1 DN500_L2_NN(256,256)
First floor neuron : Random selection (256)
Second floor neuron : Random selection (256)

-

2 DN500_L2_NN(200,200)
First floor neuron : Random selection (200)
Second floor neuron : Random selection (200)

-

3 DN500_L2_NN(115,95)
First floor neuron: 
Second floor neuron: 

 : Input layer node number
 : Output layer node number

DN : Data number 

4 DN500_L2_NN(100,100)
First floor neuron: Random selection (100)
Second floor neuron: Random selection (100)

-

5 DN500_L2_NN(18,18)
First floor neuron: 



Second floor neuron: 


 : Input layer node number
 : Output layer node number

6 DN500_L2_NN(14,14)
First floor neuron: 



Second floor neuron: 


 : Input layer node number
 : Output layer node number
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the neuron numbers of the input and output layers are fixed. Therefore, 

in this section, the RMSEs of the learning model were compared, by 

changing the numbers of neurons in the hidden layer in the cases of 

DN500_L2. 

A backward approach was used to configure these cases, in which 

the neural network was learned and tested while reducing the number 

of neurons in the hidden layer step-by-step. Table 5 outlines each case 

using the neural network structure. For cases 1, 2, and 4, the number of 

neurons in the learning model was selected randomly. The number of 

neurons for case 3 was selected by referring to a previous study 

(Stathakis, 2009). For cases 5 and 6, a rule of thumb from a previous 

study (Kim, 2017) was used. 

In Fig. 16(a), a tendency can be seen in that in general, as the 

number of neurons increased, the RMSE also increased. A close 

observation reveals that in case 3, the RMSE decreased somewhat, but 

the decrease was insignificant; moreover, in cases 5 and 6, the RMSEs 

increased sharply. In contrast, Fig. 16(b) shows that as the number of 

neurons decreased, the SD also decreased. In short, cases 1, 2, 3, and 4 

have low RMSEs on average, but the fluctuations of the RMSE were 

larger than those of cases 5 and 6, depending on the assessment data. 

In contrast, cases 5 and 6 have relatively high RMSEs, but the 

fluctuations of those RMSEs are small. Cases 1, 2, and 3 cannot be the 

optimal model because their SDs are excessively large, although their 

RMSEs are similar to that of case 4. Furthermore, cases 5 and 6 have 

low accuracy regarding the prediction data owing to high RMSEs, 

although their SDs are smaller than that of case 4. Therefore, case 4 is 

considered to be the optimal model, as an appropriate compromise 

between the RMSE and SD. 

3.6 Analysis of the Optimal Model Learning Result and Discussion

Fig. 17(a) shows a graph of the RMSE based on assessment data of 

the case DN500_L2_NN(100,100). In Section 3.5, the SD of case 4 

was found to have small fluctuations. In addition, the RMSE values for 

each seed number comprising case 4 show that seed number 14 has a 
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higher RMSE than those of the other test data. 

Therefore, it is believed that an analysis of the test data for seed 

number 14 would improve the accuracy of the learning model, as well 

as the accuracy of learning results. Fig. 17(b) shows a graph of the 

RMSE for each ship in seed number 14. The results are analyzed by 

defining “Zone A” for RMSE ≥ 0.25 and ≤ 0.5, “Zone B” for RMSE 

≥ 0.0826 and < 0.25, and “Below Average” for RMSE < 0.0826. The 

RAOs were initially compared for ships #50, #63, and #80, which 

belong to Zone A, and then for ships #27, #77, and #92, which belong 

to Zone B.

Fig. 18 shows a graph for comparing the RAOs of ships #27, #77, 

and #92, which belong to Zone B. These ships have somewhat lower 

accuracies than the mean, although higher than those of Zone A. Their 

RAO values over the entire frequency range are similar, and the 

location of the resonance is predicted with a high error. However, all 

three ships generated RMSEs, owing to differences in the sizes at the 

resonance point. 

Fig. 19 shows a graph for comparing the RAOs of ships #50, #63, 

and #80, which belong to Zone A. Although they had the same general 

shape in the RAO, there were significant differences in the location 

and size of the resonance point, and between the observed and 

predicted data over the low- and high-frequency ranges. From Fig. 19, 

it can be concluded that the difference between the observed and 

predicted data is the main cause of the RMSE for the ships with high 

RMSEs in each seed number.

It is believed that understanding the distribution characteristics of 

the data set by obtaining the correlation(s) between the training and 

test data can improve the accuracy for ships with a high RMSE. 

Therefore, in Table 6, the correlation coefficients of the input variables 

( ) associated with the ship’s breadth in the 

assessment and test data of seed number 14 were determined and 

ranked. For example, the breadth () and volume () of the training 

Table 6 Rank between training data and test data each feature

Feature  Coefficient_Train Rank Coefficient_Tests Rank

 0.740 3 0.660 5

 0.719 4 0.609 6

 0.839 2 0.737 4

 0.658 6 0.759 3

 0.715 5 0.874 1

 0.879 1 0.811 2

Fig. 18 RAO comparison (Zone B: #27, #77, and #92)

Fig. 19 RAO comparison (Zone A: #50, #63, and #80)
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data showed a high positive correlation of 0.839, but in the assessment 

data, it was 0.737, i.e., a lower correlation than in the training data. 

Moreover, the correlations for features such as the coefficient of 

restitution (which is directly related to the location of the resonance 

point) were different. This indicates that the low accuracy was caused 

by the differences between the trends of the training and assessment 

data.

Fig. 20 shows a scatter plots where the x-axis is set as the ship’s 

breadth, and the y-axis is set as the length, draft, and transverse 

metacenter height. They shows the training data (gray circle), test data 

(blue circle), Zone A with high RMSEs (red cross mark), and Zone B 

with medium accuracy (orange diamond), as used in this study. 

Typically, when one specification of a ship (such as length) is 

determined, the other specifications, e.g., breadth and draft, have 

specific ranges. This means that the specifications of ships have 

certain correlations with one another, and these correlations can be 

also seen in the scatter plots. 

The scatter plot in Fig. 20 indicates that the data are concentrated in 

a specific section, and that ships having a high RMSE (Zone A) are 

located in an area with a low data density. In other words, ships with 

specifications that have not been sufficiently trained have low data 

accuracy. Figs. 18–19 show that while the accuracy was somewhat 

insufficient for Zone A, the overall RAO trend for the ships belonging 

to Zone B was predicted, even though the RMSE was high. 

Furthermore, considering that only a difference in the size at the 

resonance point caused an RMSE for certain ships, it can be said that 

there are cases where the prediction data of the RAO is reliable, even 

in a region with low data density.

4. Conclusions

This study was conducted to predict the roll RAO of barge-type 

ships using machine learning. The input variables (

 ) were generated using the specifications of 500 barge-type 

ships registered with classification societies. In addition, the values for 

the roll RAO were obtained by simulating the 500 ships using an 

in-house code based on a 3D singularity distribution method, and the 

features and RAOs of the data sets were configured. Finally, the data 

were composed with the RAOs in the range of 0.1–2.0 rad/s, according 

to the major specifications of the barge-type ships. For the learning 

model, an ANN was created using Python’s TensorFlow, and a DNN 

technique with two or more hidden layers was used. The accuracy of 

the learning results was determined by changing the number of 

datapoints, number of hidden layers, and node numbers in the hidden 

layer. The RMSE, SD, correlation coefficient, and scatter plot were 

used as accuracy indices. When the RMSE and SD were considered 

together, the optimal results were obtained in case 4 [DN500_L2_NN 

(100,100)]. Finally, the shortcomings of the learning model and 

possible improvements were examined through an analysis of the 

accuracy of Case 4. 

The conclusions of this study can be summarized as follows.

(1) The accuracy of the learning model can differ depending on the 

combination of training and test data. Therefore, the reliability of the 

learning results can be improved by collecting sufficient data.

(2) The accuracy increases when there are more high-quality data 

following the statistical distribution.

(3) Using many hidden layers can lower the accuracy, by increasing 

the complexity of the neural network model.

(4) The optimal model in this study is DN500_L2_NN(100,100).

(5) There are three main factors causing low accuracy in RAO 

prediction:

 - Failure to accurately predict the location of the resonance point;

 - An increase of RMSE owing to a difference in size between the 

observed and predicted data at the resonance point, and

 - Differences between the observed and predicted data over the 

entire frequency range.

(6) The scatter plot showed that ships with low accuracy are located 

in an area with a low data density.

(7) This study did not consider various data on the centers of gravity 

of the barge ships, which involves practical difficulties. Therefore, a 

study considering various centers of gravity should be conducted.

Fig. 20 Scatter plot (Breadth with length & draft & GMT)
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1. Introduction

A manipulator can perform various tasks within a certain work 

space, and is used in a diverse range of applications in manufacturing 

and research. When a manipulator is fixed at a specific location to 

perform tasks, problems such as the constraints of the work space and 

the occurrence of singularity are encountered. To address these 

problems, a manipulator is mounted on a vehicle to perform mobile 

manipulation to interact with a target object. A robot with wheels and 

unmanned aerial vehicle such as drone are equipped with manipulators 

to perform the work (Kim et al., 2019; Korpela et al. 2012). Research 

is underway to carry out the work by installing a manipulator on a 

remotily operated vehicle (ROV) or an autonomy underwater vehicle 

operated not only on the ground and in the air but also on the ocean 

(Ribas et al. 2012, Kang et al. 2017).

Underwater manipulators installed on underwater vehicles have the 

following considerable differences from on-shore industrial manipulators: 

(1) the former structures can withstand deep-sea environments, (2) they 

are small and lightweight considering the nature of underwater vehicles, 

and (3) their underwater intervention is diverse and complex (Ura and 

Takakawa, 1994/2015).

Since the deep sea environment is unique in that the pressure increases 

with the depth, the actuator of a manipulator must be manufactured to be 

pressure resistant and with a pressure equalization method capable of 

withstanding the pressure of the working depth. Owing to the 

characteristics of an underwater vehicle, there are constraints on the 

space and weight; therefore, its manipulator should be small and 

lightweight. In addition, an underwater manipulator must be able to 

respond to various operational scenarios occurring in a deep-sea 

environment; in comparison, the objective of an on-shore industrial 

manipulator is to perform a predetermined task repeatedly and accurately 

in a certain space. Therefore, an underwater manipulator is a man–
machine system that requires operator judgment or manipulation of the 

manipulator control system. In this regard, studies have been conducted 

recently on autonomous manipulators that plan and execute intervention 

with simple instructions from an operator for pre-defined specific tasks.

The Korea Research Institute of Ship & Ocean Engineering 

(KRISO) has developed an underwater autonomous robot platform 
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equipped with a manipulator on a remotely operated vehicle (ROV). 

This underwater robot can automatically perform a series of tasks in 

which it recognizes the position of a target object, approaches the 

object, and grasps the object using a manipulator (Yeu et al., 2019).

In this study, the position tracking performance of the manipulator, 

ECA ARM 7E Mini model, is analyzed for autonomous intervention of 

underwater robots. For realizing the autonomous manipulation of 

underwater robots, forward and inverse kinematics are used to control 

the manipulator. The distance between an underwater robot body and 

the end-effector is obtained using forward kinematics, to determine the 

position of the end-effector according to the manipulator joint angle. 

In addition, the value of the joint angle to reach a target object for 

autonomous manipulation is calculated using inverse kinematics, 

which determines the position of the joint angle of the manipulator 

according to the position of the end-effector in arbitrary Cartesian 

coordinates. The ECA ARM 7E Mini manipulator consists of six 

degrees of freedom and one end-effector. Of the six joints, four are 

prismatic joints and two are revolute joints. The output of a prismatic 

joint of the manipulator in length units is converted into angular units 

using the kinematic correlation, and this was utilized in the calculation 

of the forward and inverse kinematics of the manipulator and for the 

velocity control algorithm.

When an underwater robot performs autonomous manipulation, 

disturbances, such as the reaction force from the manipulator 

operation, cable impacts, and external fluid force, arise. If these 

disturbances are not appropriately compensated owing to the lack of 

control performance or other reasons, the position and posture of the 

underwater robot will change, and a target point of the manipulator 

will vary continuously. For smooth autonomous manipulation by 

compensating for the constantly varying distance and the direction 

between the end-effector and a target object, an algorithm that allows 

the end-effector to tack the target object is developed, and its 

performance is demonstrated.

The structure of this paper is as follows. Chapter 2 introduces the 

developed ROV for autonomous underwater manipulation. It also 

describes the manipulator specifications, kinematics, and inverse 

kinematics information. In addition, it presents the conversion method 

of the output information of the prismatic joints of the manipulator into 

angular information as well as the algorithm allowing the end-effector 

to track a target point. Chapter 3 presents the verification of the 

end-effector tracking algorithm using simulation. Chapter 4 describes the 

demonstration of the algorithm, verified by the simulation, using a 

manipulator installed on an underwater robot and analyzes the result of the 

underwater tracking of a target object. Chapter 5 presents the conclusion.

2. ROV for Autonomous Underwater Manipulation 

2.1 Underwater Robot Platform

The underwater robot developed by KRISO for autonomous 

underwater manipulation is displayed in Fig. 1. The underwater robot 

for autonomous manipulation is primarily divided into upper and lower 

Fig. 1 Underwater robot with ECA ARM 7E Mini

parts; the upper part is equipped with a thruster, electronic parts, and a 

buoyancy module, and the lower part comprises an ECA underwater 

manipulator ARM 7E Mini and related accessories. When operating 

for investigation and exploration purposes, the ROV function can be 

performed with the upper part alone, whereas for autonomous 

underwater manipulation, as presented in Fig. 1, autonomous 

manipulation is performed with both the upper and lower parts. The 

underwater robot measures the velocity and posture using an installed 

inertia measurement unit (IMU), a Doppler velocity log (DVL), and a 

depth sensor, and the position of the underwater robot is determined by 

these measurements. Subsequently, a target object and its position are 

identified using a camera and an underwater laser scanner.

2.2 Underwater Manipulator

The ARM 7E Mini model (Fig. 2), a manipulator for autonomous 

manipulation installed on the above underwater robot, is a commercial 

product that can operate up to 300 m underwater. Its weight on the 

ground and underwater weight are 50.8 kg, and 33.8 kg. respectively. 

Of the six joints of the ARM 7E Mini, four are prismatic joints and two 

are revolute joints.

2.2.1 Kinematic information

The output of the of a prismatic joint of the manipulator in length 

units was converted to angular units using the kinematic correlation, 

and this was applied to the forward and inverse kinematics of the 

manipulator. For the control of the manipulator, it was operated at 10 

Hz, and the control input of the manipulator was the joint velocity. 

Table 1 summarizes the range of motion of each joint of the ECA 

ARM 7E Mini and the link length. In addition, when all joint angles 
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Fig. 2 ECA ARM 7E Mini

Table 1 Joint angle and link length information

Joint
Angle (°)

Link Length (m)
min max

 -30 90  0.167

 -20 100  0.685

 -55 75  0.157

 10 350  0.019

 -30 90  0.436

 -∞ ∞  0.042

 0.191

Fig. 3 Links of ECA ARM 7E Mini

Fig. 4 Joint axes of the ECA ARM 7E Mini

are 0°, the length information of the link and the shape of the 

manipulator are as presented in Fig. 3, and the information of the joint 

coordinates and the rotational axis of the joints is as depicted in Fig. 4.

2.2.2 Prismatic joint–revolute joint transformation

Although the output of the manipulator is obtained in terms of the 

prismatic joints, the kinematics is described using the revolute joints, 

instead of the prismatic joints. This is because the manipulator is 

designed to rotate around the axis as a prismatic joint changes, so that 

it is easier to describe the kinematics with the revolute joints compared 

to when using the prismatic joints.

 To control the manipulator based on the inverse kinematics, the 

position and velocity output of a prismatic joint are converted into 

angle and angular velocity, respectively. Here, the prismatic joints are 

denoted as  ,  ,  , and  , and the revolute joints are referred as   

and  . To convert the length outputs of the four prismatic joints into 

rotational angles, we examine the relationship between a length output 

and a rotational angle.

The relationship between the length output and rotational angle for 

the second joint is as presented in Fig. 5. In the red triangle, the lengths 

Fig. 5 Configuration of second prismatic joint  , revolute joint 


′ , and constant   and 
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of the two sides, which are constants determined by the kinematic 

characteristics, are set as   and  , respectively; the angle between the 

two sides is 
′ , and the length of the other side is set as  . Here, the 

included angle, 
′ , is specified according to the manipulator length 

output,  . For using a joint angle as specified in Table 1 and Figs. 3 

and 4, a constant,  , is added to the specified 
′  to obtain the 

joint angle,  .

Similarly, for joints   , which are the length outputs, 

position variable  , outputs of the prismatic joints, angular variable 
′  

of the revolute joints, and constants   and   corresponding to the two 

sides of the triangle, the relationship between   and 
′  is described in 

Eq. (1) by the second cosine law.

 
  

 
  cos′  (1)

Arranging Eq. (1) with respect to , we obtain Eq. (2), and the angle 

of each joint output from the manipulator can be obtained. Here, the 

range of the variable,  , is typically within the range that satisfies the 

condition of a triangular formation with   and  . Therefore, under the 

condition that the sum of the lengths of two sides is greater than the 

length of the other side, 
 

 
   typically has absolute 

value less than 1, and 
′  is generally positive.


′  arccos


 

 


 (2)

For the conversion into the joint angle as specified in Table 1 and Figs. 

3 and 4,   is calculated by adding   to 
′  as expressed in Eq. (3). 

Here,   is a constant determined according to the kinematic 

characteristics and kinematic description of each joint

  arccos

 

 


 (3)

In addition, the relationship between the velocity variable, , of a 

prismatic joint and the angular velocity variable, , of a revolute joint 

can be obtained by differentiating Eq. (1).

  sin′ 
  (4)

Substituting Eq. (2) into Eq. (4), the angular velocity output from the 

manipulator is as follows.

 

 sinarccos

 

 




  (5)

2.3. Control Algorithm

To control the manipulator to reach a desired position, the position 

of the target joint angle for a given Cartesian position of the 

end-effector needs to be obtained. However, since a general method 

for solving inverse kinematics by analytical methods has not been 

identified, the inverse kinematics is solved using an inverse Jacobian 

matrix, a numerical method.   is the target input velocity vector of the 

manipulator,   is the target velocity vector of the end-effector in the 

rectangular coordinate system, and  is a Jacobian matrix that 

linearizes the relationship between the end-effector velocity vector and 

the manipulator joint velocity vector. Therefore, Eq. (6) can be 

obtained using the relationship of  , , and  .

  
  (6)

To improve the error in the joint velocity input resulting from the 

numerical integration in Eq. (6) and the tracking performance, closed 

loop inverse kinematics (Colume and Torras, 2014) is used to calculate 

the velocity input value of the manipulator, as expressed in Eq. (7).

  
    (7)

 is the angle vector of the current joint angle fed back from the 

manipulator,   is the target angle vector of the joint angle calculated 

based on inverse kinematics, and  is the gain value for the joint angle 

position error.

2.4. Tracking Algorithm

The position of an underwater robot changes under an arbitrary 

external force generated when the underwater robot performs 

autonomous manipulation. In this case, since the target for the 

interaction with the manipulator changes its position with reference to 

the underwater robot, the manipulator needs to continuously track the 

target. When the position vector of the end-effector is  in the 

Cartesian coordinate system,   is defined as Eq. (8), the end-effector 

can continuously track the position vector,  of the object to interact 

with.

   

  (8)

If   is set as in Eq. (8), the manipulator moves at velocity  in the 

direction of the target object in the Cartesian coordinate system.

  max if   ≥max
  if   max (9)

 
Here,   is defined as the time required for one control loop and 

max  is defined as the maximum velocity that the end-effector requires 
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for each control loop. When the velocity of the manipulator installed 

on the underwater robot is high, the subsequent fluid impact and an 

abrupt movement of the center of mass can adversely affect the 

position control of the underwater robot. Therefore, the movement 

velocity, , of the end-effector is given as in Eq. (8). If the difference 

between the position of the target object and the end-effector is greater 

than max , the velocity of the end-effector is set as max . If the 

difference is less than max, it is set as  , proportional to 

the position difference between the object and the end-effector. 

Therefore, when the end-effector tracks the target object, it is moved 

with max  at maximum. The controller of the manipulator is 

configured, as displayed in Fig. 6, using the inverse and forward 

kinematics. As presented in Fig. 6, the angle output, , of a joint angle 

is obtained, and using the forward kinematics, the end-effector 

position, , is obtained in the Cartesian coordinates system.

3. Tracking Algorithm Simulation

Prior to verifying the tracking performance of the manipulator, we 

aimed to verify the performance of the tracking algorithm by 

simulation. For the simulation environment, the open dynamics engine 

(ODE) of the open-source robotics foundation (OSRF) in Gazebo 

7.15.0. ver. is used (Fig. 7). An ECA ARM 7E Mini model was fixed 

in the bottom of the Gazebo simulation environment, and the 

simulation was performed. Unlike the actual manipulator model, all 

the joints were assumed to be revolute joints in the simulation 

performance.

Fig. 7 Gazebo simulation with the ECA ARM 7E Mini

3.1 Linear Tracking Simulation

For the linear tracking simulation, from the initial position of the 

end-effector, for tracking the trajectory of a point moving to a target 

( 0.2 m,  0 m,  0 m) positioned on a horizontal line, as 

depicted in Fig. 8, the trajectory of a point moving to a target ( 0.1 

m,  0 m,  -0.2 m) positioned diagonally, as presented in Fig. 9, 

was determined. 

The plots of the end-effector position and the position error of the 

horizontal tracking presented in Fig. 8 and of the diagonal tracking in 

Fig. 9 are indicated in Figs. 10 and 11, respectively. The two figures in 

the upper part of Fig. 10 display the position and position errors in the 

 and  directions, respectively. In the  and  directions, the 

maximum position errors are approximately 3.3 mm and 1 mm or less, 

Fig. 8 End-effector trajectory of a horizontal movement obtained 

from the simulation

Fig. 9 End-effector trajectory of a diagonal movement obtained 

from the simulation

Fig. 6 Control loop of manipulator
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respectively. After the movement, the position error in the steady state 

is 0.1 mm in the  direction and 0.8 mm in the  direction. The figures 

in the upper part of Fig. 11 display the position and position errors in 

the  direction and Z directions. The maximum position error in the  

direction is approximately 2.3 mm, and it is 2 mm in the  direction. 

After the movement, the position error in the steady state is 0.1 mm in 

the  direction and 0.8 mm in the  direction. After completing the 

movement in both the horizontal and vertical directions, the error in 

the  direction is greater than that in the  direction. As the 

manipulator moves further away, the length of the moment arm 

increases at a particular gravity, and the torque loaded on the specific 

joint increases. With the increase in the torque, the position error of the 

joint increases. However, as expressed in Eq. (7), when there is an 

error in  , the target position of the joint, and , the joint position. 

When the velocity input increases to compensate the error, the error 

becomes less than 1 mm in the steady state in the -direction. During 

the movement, the end-effector velocity is determined in proportion to 

the position and error of the point to be tracked by the manipulator, as 

Fig. 10 Position and error for a horizontal movement obtained from the simulation

Fig. 11 Position and error for a diagonal movement obtained from the simulation
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written in Eq. (9). Accordingly, it can be estimated that a position error 

will occur in proportion to the acceleration of the object to be tracked, 

which can be seen by comparing the position error variation in the  

direction with acceleration and that in the  direction without 

acceleration. Compared to the  direction position error graph, in the 

 direction position error graph, since there is no acceleration of the 

object, we can see that the position error is small.

3.2 Circular Tracking Simulation

In this section, we present the analysis of the simulation in which the 

Fig. 12 End-effector trajectory for a circular movement obtained from the simulation

Fig. 13 Position and error for a circular movement obtained from the simulation
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end-effector tracks the position of a point moving along the trajectory 

of a circle over time. A circular tracking simulation was performed 

(Fig. 12) to track the position of a target object moving along a circle 

with a radius of 20 cm, 20 cm away from the end-effector in the  

direction

In Fig. 12, the red dot is the trace of the target object moving along 

the circle, and the blue dot is the trace of the end-effector position. At 

the beginning of the simulation, it can be seen that the manipulator 

end-effector moves to the front and the upper side where the target 

object exists. It then continues to track the path of the moving point 

after the target object position and end-effector are sufficiently close. 

Fig. 13 displays the position and position error graph, in which the left 

is the position graph, and the right is a position error graph. As soon as 

the movement starts, it can be noted that the blue line, which is the 

end-effector position, moves to the red line, which is the target 

position. Moreover, the red line continuously tracks, after the 

end-effector reaches the position near the moving point. In the position 

error graph, it can be seen that the position error decreases rapidly at 

the beginning of the operation, and over time, it tracks with an error of 

up to 5 mm in the  and  directions.

4. Tracking Performance Demonstration Experiment

This chapter describes the demonstration of the position tracking 

performance of the ECA ARM 7E Mini Manipulator by experiments. 

By applying the control and tracking algorithms used in the 

simulations, as discussed in Chapter 3, to an actual manipulator, we 

conduct experiments in which the end-effector performs linear 

tracking and circular tracking. Finally, the manipulator is installed on 

an underwater robot, and an underwater tracking experiment of a target 

object is performed.

4.1 Linear Tracking Experiment

To verify the linear position tracking performance of the 

manipulator end-effector, an experiment was conducted as follows. 

After a grid paper was attached to a flat surface perpendicular to the 

 axis, the end-effector was directed to grasp a pen. After keeping 

the pen and grid paper in contact at the initial position of the 

end-effector, horizontal tracking ( 0.2 m,  0 m,  0 m) and 

diagonal tracking ( 0.1 m, 0 m,  -0.2 m) experiments 

which were simulated as discussed in Chapter 3 were performed. Figs. 

15 and 16 present the graph of the linear movement of the end-effector 

superimposed on the grid paper drawn with a pen. Here, the red dots 

are the target positions of the end-effector in Cartesian coordinates. 

The blue dots are the current position of the end-effector calculated 

using the forward kinematics based on the joint angle fed back from 

the manipulator. Here, there are parts where the initial control is 

unstable owing to the friction when the joint angle of the manipulator 

moves after stopping. In addition, there are errors from the kinematic 

modeling and tilting of the floor. However, overall, it can be confirmed 

that the trajectory of the end-effector and the trajectory drawn by the 

pen are similar.

The results of the horizontal tracking (Fig. 17) and diagonal tracking 

(Fig. 18) performed by the end-effector are examined according to the 

movement time. The upper left graph is a plot of the -direction target 

position of the end-effector and the current position, and the upper 

 

Fig. 14 Line drawing scenes using a pen held by end-effector

Fig. 15 Horizontal movement trajectory of the end-effector obtained from the experiment (Red: desired, Blue: measured, Black: drawn)
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Fig. 16 Diagonal movement trajectory of the end-effector obtained 

from the experiment (Red: desired, Blue: measured, Black: 

drawn)

right graph is the X-direction position error plot. In the horizontal and 

diagonal tracking, when the manipulator starts to move for the first 

time, errors of up to 7 mm and 4 mm occur in the -direction, 

respectively, and errors of less than 1 mm occur in the steady state 

after the manipulator completes the movement. The lower left graph 

displays the -direction target position of the end-effector and the 

current position, and the lower right graph presents the -direction 

position error. In the horizontal and diagonal tracking, during the 

movement of the end-effector, errors of up to 12 mm and 13 mm occur, 

respectively, and errors of approximately 4 mm and 1 mm occur, 

respectively, in the steady state after the manipulator arrives at the 

target point. It can be seen from the position error graph that the 

tracking error is relatively large in the low-velocity sections (10–15 s, 

20–25 s) during the movement of the manipulator. The tracking error 

can be inferred as a decrease in the performance of the tracking of the 

position of the joint actuator when the joint is driven at a low velocity. 

Under the decreased tracking performance due to the low velocity, the 

position tracking performance of the joint angle is further deteriorated 

by the load, which emerges as a position error in the form of a 

deflection. Therefore, it can be confirmed that the position tracking 

error is larger than that obtained from the simulation.

4.2 Circular Tracking Performance Demonstration

Here, we present the experimental demonstration of the circular 

tracking performance verification, described using simulation in 

Chapter 3.2. The results of the experiment in which the end-effector of 

the manipulator tracks a continuously moving object in a circular 

motion are examined in this section. The left figure of Fig. 19 

illustrates the manipulator tracking a virtual purple sphere, and it 

Fig. 17 Position and error for a horizontal movement obtained by the experiment
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Fig. 18 Position and error for a diagonal movement obtained by the experimen

 

Fig. 19 Experimental tracking of a virtual sphere by the end-effector

Fig. 20 End-effector trajectory for a circular movement obtained from the experiment
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shows the shape of the manipulator based on the joint angle fed back 

from the manipulator. The picture on the left is that of the manipulator 

viewed from the side when the manipulator tracks the virtual sphere.

Fig. 20 displays a graph showing the trajectory of the end-effector 

tracking a virtual sphere moving in a circular motion in the Cartesian 

coordinate system. The left figure in Fig. 20 is the trajectory seen from 

the front of the manipulator, and this is a graph seen from the same 

viewpoint as the figure on the left of Fig. 19. The figure on the right in 

Fig. 20 is a trajectory seen from the side, and this is a graph seen from 

the same viewpoint as the figure on the right side of Fig. 19. The red 

dots represent the trajectory of the virtual sphere, and the blue dots 

represent the position of the end-effector calculated using the forward 

kinematics after the joint angle information is fed back from the 

manipulator.

Fig. 21 is a graph displaying the virtual sphere position and the 

end-effector position. In the initial stage of the tracking, the 

end-effector moves toward the front and the upper direction, which is 

the direction in which the virtual sphere exists. After the end-effector 

reaches sufficiently close to the virtual sphere, we can see that it 

continuously tracks the position of the virtual sphere. This can be 

observed in more detail in Fig. 21 in which the position and position 

error graph are depicted. In the graph, when the virtual sphere faces 

downward, the end-effector has a maximum error of 19 mm in the Z 

direction with the virtual sphere. As in the case of the linear tracking 

experiment, deterioration of the actuator performance at a low velocity 

and a deflection due to the load are observed. Therefore, it is 

confirmed that the circular tracking experiment also has a larger error 

compared to the corresponding simulation. In particular, when the 

end-effector moves in the downward direction, it can be confirmed that 

the tracking performance of the joint actuator decreases under the 

action of gravity.

4.3 Underwater Tracking Performance Verification

In this section, an experiment of the underwater tracking of a target 

object with the manipulator installed on an underwater robot is 

discussed. The position of the target object is continuously obtained 

from the camera of the underwater robot, and the position of the target 

object is obtained from the base of the manipulator. At this time, an 

experiment is performed in which the position of the target object from 

the underwater robot is continuously changed and the end-effector of 

Fig. 21 Position and error for a circular movement obtained from the experiment
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the manipulator tracks the position of the target object, as shown in 

Fig. 22. Here, the target object is a square pipe equipped with a marker, 

and the position below 20 cm of the optical recognition marker is set as 

the position of the target object.

Fig. 23 illustrates a graph showing the position of the object from 

the underwater robot and the trajectory of the end-effector. The red 

dots denote the positions of the target object from the underwater 

robot, and the blue dots are the positions of the end-effector calculated 

based on the joint angle fed back from the manipulator. As in the 

previous experiments, the end-effector first approaches the position of 

the target object, and after the target object and the end-effector move 

sufficiently close, we can see that the end-effector continuously tracks 

the target object as it moves. In the graph, it can be seen that the red 

dots are constantly moving owing to the navigation errors, which are 

the position control errors of the underwater robot due to the effect of 

the movement of the manipulator. It can be noted that the end-effector 

continuously tracks the change in the relative distance of the target 

object in underwater environment. Here, the graph in Fig. 23 presents 

the data in the state when the end-effector is sufficiently close to the 

target object, which is 10 s after the case in Fig. 14.

Fig. 24 depicts a graph of the end-effector position and the position 

error with the target object in underwater environment. In the initial 

stage of the tracking, we can observed that the end-effector moves 

toward the target object. During the end-effector tracking of the subject, 

  

Fig. 22 Experimental tracking of an underwater object by the end-effector

Fig. 23 End-effector trajectory for an underwater movement obtained from the experiment
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an overshoot of approximately 20 mm occurs at approximately 17 s. 

Subsequently, it can be observed that the end-effector tracks stably 

according to the movement of the target object after approximately 20 s. 

At this time, an error of approximately 4 mm occurs in the X direction 

and of approximately 2 mm each occurs in the  and  directions. It can 

be confirmed that unlike the previous experiments on the ground, the 

effect of the control performance deterioration of the actuator by 

gravity is reduced.

5. Conclusion

In this study, the tracking performance of an ECA ARM 7E Mini 

model manipulator installed on an underwater robot for autonomous 

manipulation was verified. For the kinematic description of the 

manipulator, a prismatic joint output was converted into a revolute 

joint output, and velocity control was performed based on closed-loop 

inverse kinematics. To respond to the changes in the position of the 

underwater robot due to disturbances, a manipulator control was 

implemented to track a target object. However, since rapid tracking of 

the manipulator adversely affects the position control performance of 

the underwater robot, it was ensured that the end-effector tracks the 

target object without exceeding the specified velocity. The 

performance of the tracking algorithm was verified by performing a 

simulation tracking a linear trajectory and a moving target object using 

the Gazebo simulator. The performance was further demonstrated 

using an actual manipulator and conducting an experiment the 

Fig. 24 Position and error for an underwater movement obtained from the experiment
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identical to the simulation. Based on the tracking performance 

verification on the ground, the manipulator was installed on an 

underwater robot, to examine the underwater tracking performance. 

From the results of the experiment on the ground, it was confirmed that 

compared to the simulation result, an error was caused by the poor 

tracking performance of the end-effector, resulting from a lack of the 

control performance of the joint actuator under low velocity and load 

conditions. However, the results of an underwater experiment 

demonstrated that the tracking performance degradation of the actuator 

was reduced. A planned follow-up of this study is as follows. We aim 

to perform autonomous underwater manipulation by the manipulator 

by improving the tracking error of the target tracking algorithm of the 

manipulator used in this study. We aim to apply the results to 

autonomous decision-making for the movement of a manipulator in a 

work space and the movement of an underwater robot and the 

manipulator when the manipulator installed on the former interacts 

with a target object. Furthermore, to reduce the position error of the 

manipulator, we aim to apply dynamics-based control, such as a mass 

matrix
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1. Introduction

Among the optical sensors that have recently gained attention across 

various fields, fiber-optic strain sensors, which involve the use of 

optical fibers, have been classified as intensity, interferometric, and 

fiber Bragg grating (FBG) sensors based on the measurement method. 

The distributed sensing technology has recently been developed 

through the popularization of optical components (Culshaw et al., 

2008). Developments in fiber-optic sensor technology advanced with 

the commencement of research on FBG sensors in the 1990s (Meltz et 

al., 1989; Hill and Meltz, 1997).

Fiber-optic sensors have the following advantages owing to their 

structural characteristics: they are unaffected by external 

electromagnetic waves, can transmit signals over long distances, and 

enable multiplexing, making it convenient to connect numerous 

sensors. They also have remarkable durability, with a durability life of 

20 years. In civil engineering, FBG sensors have been used to monitor 

large civil engineering structures, such as bridges and tunnels, and they 

have recently been applied in mechanical engineering. An FBG creates 

a permanent refractive index modulation on the core in the 

longitudinal direction of the optical fiber and uses this modulation as a 

sensor. Fig. 1 shows a schematic of an FBG structure. When a periodic 

refractive index modulation is made, a coupling is generated between 

Fig. 1 Characteristics and structure of fiber bragg grating 

the propagation mode and the reflection mode, and thus, reflects a 

particular wavelength.

The wavelength reflected by FBG is determined by the spacing and 

refractive index modulation of the core. Eq. (1) is used to describe this 

property:

   (1)

where   is the Bragg reflection wavelength,   is the effective 

refractive index of the core, and  is the grating spacing that generates 

the refractive index modulation.

The half-wavelength of the FBG is influenced by external 
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temperature and stress. The refractive index of the core varies with 

temperature, hence, changing the reflection wavelength. Moreover, the 

grating spacing changes with stress and consequently changes the 

reflection wavelength. These changes are described using the 

following equation: 



∆
  ∙∙∆ (2)

where   is the effective photo-elastic coefficient,   is the applied 

stress,  is the thermo-optic coefficient, and ∆ is the relative 

temperature change.

Generally, the effective photo-elastic coefficient of a single-mode 

optical fiber is 0.22. The Bragg center wavelength modification owing 

to the stress applied in the axial direction of an FBG made from a 

single-mode optical fiber is generally adopted as 1.4 pm/microstrain in 

a 1,550 nm band. Additionally, the Bragg center wavelength shift 

because of temperature change is 10 pm/°C.

A photosensitive single-mode optical fiber that responds to light in 

the ultraviolet region is used to produce an FBG. Photosensitivity is 

increased by injecting hydrogen into the core at high pressures or by 

doping Ge. A phase mask is used to create a periodic refractive index 

modulation in an optical fiber with increased photosensitivity. The 

phase mask generates a periodic interference shape through the 

Fig. 2 Fiber bragg grating fabrication method using UV laser and 

phase mask

Fig. 3 Reflection and transmission spectrum of fiber bragg gratings

diffraction effect of light. As shown in Fig. 2, an excimer that 

generates light within the range of 190–250 nm, and an Argon laser 

with a frequency multiplier, are used to generate ultraviolet light, 

which is transmitted through the phase mask on the photosensitive 

optical fiber. The pattern with periodic intervals passing through the 

phase mask generates a periodic refractive index modulation in the 

optical fiber, thus, producing the FBG. Fig. 3 shows the wavelength 

characteristics of the FBG. 

As shown in Fig. 3, the light reflected by the optical fiber grating is 

transmitted in the direction of the incident optical fiber. This 

transmitted light is reflected and returns with the physical quantity 

information to the point where the FBG is located. The sensors can be 

multiplexed, assuming that the structure has light sources that can 

generate various light types and that gratings with different Bragg 

center wavelengths are connected in series. Therefore, the FBG can be 

structured with multiple sensors connected in series to one optical 

fiber, which can be advantageous depending on the application. A 

highly effective method for achieving integration in the structure is to 

use several serialized sensors without additional parallel connections. 

Because the sensor signal is transmitted to the optical fiber, an 

amplifier is unnecessary for a distance up to several kilometers. The 

FBG can be used in various temperature ranges owing to its wide 

operating temperature range. 

In this study, the technique for measuring the load generated in a pipe 

was applied by adding a sensor assuming that humans can access 

buried pipes. This dynamic technique can be used for taking up to 100 

samples per second by measuring in a specific area where the sensor is 

installed. Regarding previous studies, for a monitoring method that is 

used to confirm the related reaction according to load that can act 

externally (Jeong et al., 2017; Lee et al., 2016), a fiber-optic 

sensor-based method using a Brillouin distributed sensor through a 

scattering system capable of strain and temperature measurements was 

used. Although this method can be used to measure the entire section, 

several seconds of analysis time are required during the measurement. 

In addition, pipes buried underground are continuously impacted by 

external loads, such as soil pressure, vehicles, and ground settlement. 

In particular, pipes buried in the soft ground are known to be 

significantly influenced by ground settlement (Hong et al., 2006). 

Based on measurements using an electric strain sensor, the soft ground 

has complex characteristics owing to its engineering properties, and 

when the ground has low strength and an extended depth, large 

deformation (such as settlement) occurs. Loads acting on pipes include 

primary loads (such as internal pressure, pipe self-weight, soil pressure, 

vehicles, and trains) and longitudinal loads (such as wind, snow, 

temperature variations, earthquakes, and third-party construction 

loads). The stresses acting on pipes include circumferential stress, axial 

stress, and synthetic stress.

In this study, the stress and deformation behavior of buried pipes 

were examined, considering the loading position. Based on the 

findings of referenced studies, a test method was proposed considering 

the displacement and stress tests of the buried pipe using fundamental 
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data. Tests of the basic design and characteristics, as well as tests on 

pipes with similar conditions to actual pipes, were performed, and their 

results were analyzed.

2. Review of Theoretical Loads on Buried Pipes

Ryu et al. (2017) conducted a numerical analysis to evaluate the 

effects of applied surface loads near and at the upper part of a buried 

pipe. Based on the results, the maximum displacement of the buried 

pipe decreased almost linearly as the loading position became farther 

away, regardless of the size of the buried pipe for the same buried 

depth. Moreover, the maximum stresses generated in the buried pipe 

were similar irrespective of the variations in diameter for the same 

pipe thickness, and for low thicknesses, the changing pattern varied 

with the loading position. Hence, the stress behavior of the buried pipe 

according to the loading position was found to be dependent on the 

pipe thickness. Next, the maximum displacement of the buried pipe 

with respect to the loading position was generated when the line of 

action of the distributed load coincided with the centerline of the 

buried pipe. When the distributed load acted on the upper part of the 

buried pipe, the degree of change in the displacement was not 

significant, even when the loading position was changed partially. 

Furthermore, when the distributed load was not applied to the vertical 

upper part of the buried pipe, the stress value decreased as the loading 

position increased. At extended buried depths, the loading position 

scarcely showed any impact. Finally, the maximum stress of the buried 

pipe was generated in the section with the surface load on the upper 

part of the buried pipe. However, compared with when the centerline 

of the buried pipe coincided with the resultant line of action of the 

surface load, the stress increased by approximately 10% or more when 

eccentric loading was applied. In this study, the stress and deformation 

behaviors of buried pipes were investigated considering the loading 

position, and a test method was presented considering displacement 

and stress tests of the buried pipe with fundamental data based on the 

findings of referenced studies. 

3. Load Test Using Displacement Sensor and 

Fiber-optic Strain Sensor in Exposed Pipe 

The 1,550 mm FBG sensor measurement equipment and the 100 mm 

strain sensor using the fiber-optic sensor related to this study were 

designed and developed by Cytroniq (Lee and Kim, 2011) and were 

used for the tests. The developed strain sensor was verified according to 

IEC 61757-1-1 standards (International Electrotechnical Commission, 

2016). The fiber-optic sensor property of enabling connection in series 

was utilized, and the fiber-optic sensor was designed and manufactured 

to suit the test objectives. First, as the deflection displacement could be 

measured in the exposed pipe, the load test of the pipe was performed 

using the fiber-optic sensor (Fig. 4). The fiber-optic sensor and the 

displacement sensor were used to record the generated displacement in 

Fig. 4 Block diagram of load testing and monitoring system for fiber strain sensor at exposed pipeline 

   

Fig. 5 picture of installation for fiber optic strain sensor at internal pipeline
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the pipe after applying incremental loads to determine the pipe 

displacement according to the load acting in the gravity direction of the 

pipe. 

As shown in Fig. 5, the equipment was designed, considering the 

overall conditions in the pipe such that the fiber-optic strain sensor 

could be installed inside a 1 m diameter pipe (1,000 mm diameter 

steel-coated pipe for water supply (KSD 3578)). Tests were conducted 

to measure the deflection displacements of the exposed pipe. The 

fiber-optic sensor was installed inside the pipe, the span between the 

supports of the pipe was fixed, and the changes in stress owing to 

increased load were measured. Fiber-optic strain sensor and 

displacement sensor-installed tests were carried out to determine the 

changes in the strain and displacement generated in the pipe. A 

fiber-optic strain sensor was installed at the upper center of the 1 m 

diameter pipe, and the span of the pipe supports was maximized.

Incremental measurements were performed to generate external 

loads at the upper part of the pipe using 10 sandbags weighing 20 kg 

each. A displacement sensor was installed at the lower part of the 

center to determine the deflection due to loading. Fig. 6 shows the 

displacement sensor installed at the lower part of the pipe. 

From the measurements, as shown in Fig. 7, when a 200 kg load was 

applied to the center, a deflection of 254 μm occurred, which changed 

sequentially as the load was increased in steps of 20 kg.

The following are the strain results of the fiber-optic sensor 

internally installed at the upper part when the same load was applied. 

They describe the results for incrementally applied and removed 20 kg 

sandbags at the upper center of the exposed pipe. As shown in Fig. 8, 

when a 200 kg load was applied, a 5 pm change in wavelength 

occurred. As shown in Fig. 4, because the installation direction of the 

strain sensor was towards the upper part of the pipe, the strain varied 

owing to bending at the upper part of the pipe when a load was applied. 

Additionally, the behavior in which the space between the sensors 

narrowed according to the degree of bending was observed. Thus, the 

wavelength, which indicated the strain, was expressed as the change 

from the reference wavelength to the short wavelength. These test 

results confirmed that a maximum of 3.5 microstrains was generated, 

compared to when no load was applied. 

4. Load Test Using Fiber-optic Strain Sensor in 

Buried Pipe

As depicted in Fig. 9, a strain sensor was installed inside the buried 

pipe to measure the stress in the buried pipe, and the load received 

when 8-ton heavy equipment (truck) moved on the surface was 

measured. First, the heavy equipment performed four sets of forward, 

stop, and reverse operations, and the strain was measured using a 

Fig. 6 picture of Load testing using sandbag and monitoring system using displacement sensor at exposed pipeline 

Fig. 7 result of weight versus displacement sensor Fig. 8 result of weight versus wavelength shift 
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fiber-optic strain gauge. A 15 pm optical strain was measured on the 

inside, which corresponded to 10 microstrains.

As depicted in Fig. 10, the load received by the buried pipe installed 

with a strain sensor when an excavator moved on the surface was 

measured to determine the stress in the buried pipe. The excavator was 

stopped outside the pipe, started, stopped on the pipe, and then moved, 

and the fiber-optic strain gauge was used to measure the strain before 

and after the excavator operations. The excavator performed a set of 

movement operations, and the strain was measured using the 

fiber-optic strain gauge. A 10 pm optical strain was measured on the 

inside, which corresponded to 7 microstrains. This result was 

determined based on the compressive force.

Fig. 11 shows a photograph of the 5.88-ton excavator used for the 

experimental tests, and the diagram indicates the movement direction 

of the excavator on the buried pipe. The excavator was moved such 

that eccentricity existed at a direction of 45° of the buried pipe 

installed with the strain sensor. A strain sensor was installed inside the 

buried pipe to obtain the stress in the buried pipe, and the load received 

when the 5.88-ton excavator moved on the surface was measured.

This Fig. 11 shows the measurement environment where the 

excavator was moved on the part of the buried pipe installed with the 

strain sensor to measure the buried pipe stress.

As shown in Fig. 12, a 12 pm optical strain was measured inside the 

pipe using the fiber-optic strain gauge, which corresponded to 8 

microstrains. This result was measured as a tensile force in Fig. 12. 

The previous test results in Fig.10 showed that when the load was 

applied, due to the behavior in which the strain changes because of 

bending and the shorting of the space between the sensor based on the 

45° of bending in Fig. 11, the wavelength was expressed as the change 

from the reference wavelength to the short wavelength and was 

measured as a compression value. For the test results in case of Fig . 

12, however, it was measured from the reference wavelength to the 

  

Fig. 9 picture and test result of load testing using weight of 8 t truck at buried pipe

Fig. 10 test result of load and unload testing using weight of 5.88 t pork crane (Excavator) at buried pipe

Fig. 11 test result of unbalanced load (45° direction) testing using weight of 5.88 t pork crane at buried pipe
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long wavelength, which resulted in more extended tension than the 

reference wavelength.

Fig. 13 shows the measurement environment where the excavator 

was moved on the part of the buried pipe installed with the strain 

sensor. In this case, digging operations were performed to determine 

the influence of third-party construction on the buried pipe. The 

excavator performed one set of movement operations and moved in 1 

m increments away, including the vertical pipe centerline. After 

incrementally operating the excavator while moving up to 4 m, it 

performed three digging operations for each position, and the 

fiber-optic strain gauge was used to measure the strain at each position. 

Fig. 13 depicts the 5.88-ton excavator used for the experiment, and 

the diagram indicates the movement direction of the excavator on the 

buried pipe and three digging operations. Fig. 14 is a graph of the 

measurements of the fiber-optic strain sensor installed in the buried 

pipe section. In terms of the maximum value measured inside the pipe, 

when three digging operations were performed on the vertical central 

axis of the pipe, an optical strain of 20 pm occurred, which 

corresponded to 14 microstrains. This result was determined as a 

tensile force. When digging was performed 1 m from the central axis 

of the buried pipe, the magnitude slightly decreased. Subsequently, 

because of the sharp decrease in the signal from a 2 m distance, it was 

difficult to identify the impact of the load. Based on the test results, as 

the strain caused by the digging increased, it was measured from the 

reference wavelength to the long wavelength. As this was longer than 

the reference wavelength, tensile forces were generated. 

5. Conclusions and Future Research

Buried pipes are continuously impacted by external loads, such as 

soil pressure, vehicles, and ground settlement; in particular, pipes 

buried in the soft ground are known to be significantly influenced by 

ground settlement. Soft grounds have complex characteristics owing to 

their engineering properties, and when the ground has low strength and 

Fig. 12 Results of shift / stop unbalanced (45-degree direction) load testing of buried pipelines

Fig. 13 Test of moved impact load on buried pipelines

Fig. 14 result of moved impact load by excavator on buried pipeline
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extended depth, large deformations occur, e.g., settlements. In this 

study, tests were performed using fiber-optic strain sensors and 

measurement devices installed in actual-scale pipes to investigate the 

characteristics of the ground and to identify the presence of 

abnormalities in the pipes. Table 1 lists a summary of the results of the 

load tests for large exposed and buried pipes using a fiber-optic strain 

sensor.

Fiber-optic sensors were used in this study to measure loads that 

may occur in an environment similar to loading conditions that act on 

actual pipes. The installation method and the structure of the 

fiber-optic strain sensor were applied, considering the piping 

environment of buried pipes and large pipes in actual use. Load tests 

were performed using a displacement sensor and sandbags, and linear 

measurement results were obtained. A test method was presented 

considering the conditions that may occur in actual pipes, and the 

strains generated in the buried pipes were measured. Tests were 

conducted to simulate actual pipe conditions by using a truck and an 

excavator to perform operations, such as movement and digging, with 

loads of 8 and 5.88 tons. The results of each test confirmed the 

phenomena that represent the characteristics that may occur in the 

field. 

By comparing the optical strain of 10 pm measured under a load 

condition of 5.88 tons above buried pipe ground with an optical strain 

of 5 pm measured under a load condition of 200 kg on the exposed 

pipe and the load characteristics, a difference of approximately 15 

times was obtained. Through these tests, the resolution of the 

fiber-optic strain sensor installed in the pipe could perform 

measurements of 3.5 microstrains or less. These results indicate that 

this technique can be used to identify the presence of abnormalities in 

pipes that occur during transportation in various application fields. 

Regarding the future research directions, particularly in digging 

construction including buried pipes and third-party construction, the 

technique can be developed to detect variations in pipes in caved-in 

roads owing to leakage and to examine the characteristics of Siberian 

pipelines, where there is soft ground in a swampy environment 

because of seasonal changes in summer and winter. In addition, the 

technique can be applied to pipes in the oil and gas industry that are 

difficult to access and pipes that change due to the continuously 

changing characteristics of the ground after the completion of casing 

work in drilling.
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1. Introduction

The Korea Institute of Ocean Science & Technology has developed 

the track-type underwater construction robot, URI-R. As shown in Fig. 

1, the URI-R is a track-type equipment that moves and excavates on 

the seabed and can be used up to a maximum depth of 500 m. It can 

trench up to depth of 2.5 m and width of 0.6 m. The weights of the 

URI-R in air and water are 38 t and 32 t, respectively. Insufficient 

ground strength of the seabed can make it difficult to move or 

trenching work. Therefore, it is critical to obtain the geotechnical 

properties of the seabed for the smooth operation of the URI-R. 

On land, in-situ or lab tests are performed using samples to 

determine the geotechnical properties (Jang, 2015). For in-situ tests, 

standard penetration tests (SPTs) or cone penetration test (CPTs) are 

mainly used. The SPT determines the geotechnical properties by 

measuring the hit count required to cause the penetration of a rod to a 

Fig. 1 Underwater construction robot URI-R

depth of 30 cm through the repeated falling of a hammer (standard 

weight of 63.5 kg) from a height of 76 cm from the knocking head, which 

is the hitting point (Lee, 2008). A CPT measures the tip resistance, 

sleeve friction, and pore pressure while continuously penetrating a cone 

probe sensor into the ground at a constant rate of 20 mm/s. The test is 

terminated when penetration becomes impossible due to contact with a 

hard layer (Rogers, 2011). When sampling is required, samples are 

acquired from the test site using a sampler and then analyzed in the 
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laboratory. When the above-mentioned methods, which are 

conventionally used on land, are used to determine the geotechnical 

properties of the seabed a high cost is incurred because of the use of a 

vessel, crane, and sampler and a longer analysis time. Moreover, various 

issues such as the applicable depth also need to be considered. 

To overcome these problems, Marum (Stegmann et al., 2006) and 

Rolls-Royce (Brown et al., 2010), among others, have produced free 

fall cone penetration testers (FFCPTs). The FFCPT is a device that 

was developed by applying the CPT for land; it determines the 

geotechnical properties during impact/penetration/finish phases by 

free fall in water. The mobility of the URI-R can be determined 

instantly because the FFCPT and its ancillary equipment are smaller 

than the equipment used on land, the measurement data can be 

acquired on site and the geotechnical properties can be analyzed 

after recovering the device from the seabed to the ship. Furthermore, 

when a FFCPT for deep water can be conveniently used to acquire 

the non-drained shear strength, which is required for the design of 

deep sea offshore plant structures (Woor et al., 2018). Therefore, the 

Korea Institute of Ocean Science & Technology is developing a 

FFCPT to determine the possibility of stable operation of URI-R in 

the field.

To determine geotechnical properties, various ground data by the 

penetration depth is required. On land, the penetration depth and 

ground data can be obtained using various methods such as encoder, 

linear variable differential transformer (LVDT), and so on. However, it 

is difficult for the FFCPT to directly obtain the ground data 

synchronized with the penetration depth. Therefore, the penetration 

depth was indirectly estimated using acceleration signals, and the 

performance was verified by comparing the measurement and 

estimated depths through a land experiment.

2. Ground Penetration Behavior Characteristics of 
FFCPT According to Acceleration Changes 

FFCPT is a device that determines geotechnical properties of the 

seabed by penetration depth, and it is critical to penetrate as deeply as 

possible and derive the penetrated depth. To achieve the maximum 

possible penetration depth of the FFCPT so as to maximize the falling 

inertia, it is advantageous to exclude components that interfere with 

free fall except the recovery wire (Shin et al., 2019). Furthermore, 

since it is difficult to directly measure the penetration depth of the 

FFCPT that collided with the seabed, we estimated it indirectly using 

the acceleration that acts in perpendicular direction to the ground. The 

acceleration  generated by the FFCPT behavior can be converted 

to velocity  and displacement  through integration (Yang et 

al., 2016) as follows:

   



 (1)

   



 (2)

Fig. 2 Acceleration event cases before & after impact

where  is the initial velocity,   is the initial displacement, and   is 

the final arrested time.

The time points for the integral section can be selected by 0 as at the 

monet of impact and   as the final arrested time. In addition, when the 

selected acceleration integral section is reversed and integrated,   can 

be assumed to be a stopped state after penetration (  ) and   as 

the penetration velocity when the FFCPT hits the ground. When the 

calculated  is reversed and integrated again,   can be assumed to 

be the depth at the moment when the FFCPT hits the ground and 

penetration starts (  ), and   as the final penetration depth 

after the penetration behavior finishes.

McCarty examined the ideal acceleration trend that occurs when an 

object collides with a random medium as shown in Fig. 2 (McCarty 

and Carden, 1962). The behavior of the object colliding with a medium 

appears in five phases: impact, penetration, initial finish, reaction, and 

final finish. In Fig. 2, the point where the acceleration slope changes 

sharply is the impact (phase 1). After impact, penetration (phase 2) 

starts, and the penetration velocity sharply decreases until the 

maximum acceleration occurs. In the section from the maximum 

acceleration to the initial finish, the penetration velocity decreases 

relatively slowly compared to that of the previous section; then, the 

initial finish (phase 3) occurs. After that, the object moves in reverse 

direction by the reaction (phase 4). After the first reaction, the object 

behavior can be changed depending on the properties of the medium, 

and lastly, the final finish (phase 5) occurs. The FFCPT (object) 

developed in this study penetrates (impacts) the seabed (medium) and 

finishes in the ground and can be expected to behave similarly to that 

shown in Fig. 2.

3. FFCPT Configuration

3.1 Mechanical Part

As shown in Fig. 3, the FFCPT is composed of an electronic part for 

data measurement and storage, a cone probe which is a sensor for 
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Fig. 3 Configuration of FFCPT

measuring the geotechnical properties, and a strut which acts as a 

structure support interconnecting the electronic part and the cone probe. 

The strut can be extended in 1 m units and ranges from 1 m to 3 m.

The electronic part is composed of a data acquisition (DAQ) device 

for signal measurement and data storage, a sensor and conditioner for 

measuring acceleration signals, a power battery, and a pressure sensor. 

Fig. 4(a) shows the assembly inside the electronic part. The pressure- 

resistant container in which the electronic part is mounted acts as a 

buoyancy material in the water. The buoyancy center of the total 

structure is designed to be higher than the center of gravity to achieve 

stability during the fall in the water. The distance between the 

buoyancy center and the center of gravity is 21 cm when the strut is 1 m, 

and 60 cm when the strut is 3 m. Fig. 4(b) shows the upper link, an 

intermediate structure that interconnects the electronic part at the top 

and the strut at the bottom. The upper link is a cone with a bottom 

diameter of 3.6 cm and a top diameter of 18 m. The impact from the 

strut is dispersed in the pressure resistant container. Fig. 4(c) and (d) 

show the strut and lower link, respectively. The strut is a hollow rod 

structure with a 1 m screw thread with a hole on the side of the rod so 

that the inside of the strut will be filled with water while immersed in 

the water. Once the strut is filled with water, the buoyancy change of 

the total structure can be minimized even if the strut length is changed. 

The lower link is an intermediate structure that interconnects the strut 

and cone probe, which have different thread shapes. The cone probe at 

the bottom is connected with the electronic part via a cable, and it also 

prevents the cable from breaking away under impact. 

3.2 Electronic Part

Sensors and the DAQ system were composed as shown in Fig. 5 to 

determine the geotechnical properties data as the FFCPT penetrated 

the seabed. The cone probe is a sensor complex for collecting 

geotechnical properties data and can simultaneously measure the cone 

tip resistance value, main surface frictional resistance, penetration gap 

water pressure, and slope. NI cRIO-9033 was used for the DAQ, PCB 

3711B1150G for the acceleration sensor, and Omega PX409- 

750G10V for pressure sensor to measure the depth. To capture the 

accurate acceleration signals, an analog digital convertor (ADC) with 

24 bit resolution was used, and a sampling frequency between 1.6 and 

51.2 kHz was selected by the user. It can be used continuously for 8 h 

when fully charged using a 10,000 mAh battery.

4. Experiment and Results Analysis

The estimated penetration depth performance of the FFCPT using 

acceleration signals was verified through a land experiment. There are 

two main differences between underwater and land experiments. First, 

(a) Electronic part (b) Upper-Link (c) Strut (d) Lower-Link

Fig. 4 Detailed design of each components
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a difference in the FFCPT terminal speed value occurs during the fall 

due to a difference in fluid density, which leads to a difference in 

penetration depth. However, the penetration process of the FFCPT 

after hitting the ground is identical to the process on land. Second, a 

strong horizontal force can be applied to the FFCPT during falling due 

to algae, etc. To verify this, an inclinometer was mounted in the 

FFCPT. Therefore, the slope of the FFCPT caused by a lateral force 

can be measured and the penetration depth can be estimated by 

reflecting it. To improve the precision of the experiment in this study, 

the FFCPT is set to discard the slope values exceeding ± 5° during 

ground penetration. The dominant behaviors of the FFCPT, however, 

are almost identical between performance on land and underwater. 

Therefore, the penetration depth can be estimated through land 

experiment before underground experiment. The experiment was 

performed on a landfill ground near the Pohang Underwater 

Construction Robot Complex Demonstration Center. As shown in Fig. 

6, using a crane the FFCPT moved by a certain distance from the 

ground, after then it fell freely. The penetration depth was measured 

when the behavior of the FFCPT was finally stabilized after it hit the 

ground. Then, the FFCPT was pulled out from the ground and the data 

stored in the DAQ was sent to the computer and analyzed. The data 

analysis program was created using NI Labview and the behaviors of 

the FFCPT were analyzed using acceleration signals.

The acceleration signals captured from the penetration experiment 

of the FFCPT at 1 m height are shown in Fig. 7. The FFCPT started 

falling from 24.513 s and the acceleration was -9.8 m/s2. The impact 

started at 24.988 s, and the FFCPT penetrated the ground, showing a 

sharply increasing acceleration curve. The maximum acceleration 

recorded in this penetration experiment was 152 m/s2, after which the 

acceleration showed a decreasing trend. The acceleration rising pattern 

appears at 25.013 s and 25.033 s, which occurs when the FFCPT hits a 

hard object in the ground during penetration. The initial finish 

occurred at 25.053 s and a reaction occurred simultaneously, thus 

changing the sign of the acceleration signals. The final finish of the 

FFCPT occurred at 25.103 s; however, the second impact of 

approximately 10 m/s2 occurred at 25.133 s due to the gaps generated 

the assembly of the internal electric parts.

(a) FFCPT

 

(b) Before test (c) After test

Fig. 6 Estimation of penetrated depth test

Based on the acceleration trend analysis in Fig. 2, the behavior 

section by impact was set to 24.988 – 25.103 s, and the calculation 

results estimated using Eqs. (1) and (2) were an initial penetration 

velocity of 4.6 m/s and a penetration depth of 0.163 m as shown in Fig. 

8. The penetration depth measured in the field was 0.15 m, showing an 

error of 8.7%.

As shown in Table 1, measurements were performed at the falling 

heights of 1, 3, and 6 m and the results were compared with the 

estimated penetration depths. When the FFCPT was fell from a height 

of 6 m or higher, over-ranged acceleration signals were continuously 

captured. This was due to the landfill, which consisted of sandy soil 

from the surface to a depth of approximately 0.3 m and gravel below a 

(a) Cone probe sensor (b) DAQ system

Fig. 5 Sensors and DAQ system
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depth of 0.3 m. When the FFCPT was fallen from a 6 m height, the 

maximum measured penetration depth was 0.275 m, and hence fall 

experiments could not be performed at higher heights. Effective values 

could be obtained because the ground penetration slope during the fall 

experiment was within the range of ± 5°. The error of the penetration 

depth estimated through this experiment relative to the measurement 

was 2.9% on average.

5. Conclusion

The estimated penetration depth of the FFCPT under development 

to determine the geotechnical properties of the seabed was examined. 

The developed device estimated the penetration depth by integrating 

acceleration signals. It was experimentally verified that the 

acceleration signals generated when the FFCPT hits the ground show 

the pattern of 5 phases: impact, penetration, initial finish, reaction, and 

final finish. Repeated fall ing tests were performed at different falling 

heights in the land experiment. The measured values and estimated 

values of the penetration depth were compared in this experiment, and 

the error of the estimated penetration depth relative to the 

measurement was 2.9% on average. 
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(a) Total acceleration (b) Zoomed acceleration

Fig. 7 Obtained acceleration signal during impact test

(a) Acceleration (b) Velocity

(c) Displacement

Fig. 8 Estimated results using selected acceleration

Table 1 Comparison of penetration depth results

Drop height
(m)

Measured penetration 
depth
(m)

Estimated penetration 
depth
(m)

Inclination difference between 
Max. and Min.

(degree)

Error
(%)

1 0.150 0.163 0.9 8.7

3 0.230 0.235 1.4 2.2

3 0.250 0.248 1.1 0.8

6 0.270 0.267 2.2 1.1

6 0.275 0.280 0.6 1.8
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1. Introduction

The demand for liquefied natural gas (LNG) is continuously rising 

owing to stricter environmental regulations and unstable oil prices. To 

satisfy this demand, various types of LNG production facilities are 

being built. LNG storage facilities must be able to process 

cryogenic/high-pressure and liquefied gas; as such, diverse safety 

designs are being reviewed, including not only the structural strength 

in extreme operating environments but also the application of 

risk-based design techniques concerning life, environment, and 

property.

In floating LNG production facilities in particular, unlike facilities 

on land, the weight of the upper structure is limited considering the 

storage capacity and buoyancy of the lower floating structure. 

Researchers are making various attempts to reduce weight. However, 

in the case of the primary and secondary members that require strength 

and toughness to withstand a variety of extreme environments and 

operating conditions, precise material and strength design standards 

must be applied for structural safety, and there are difficulties for 

achieving innovative weight reduction. As the tertiary member is a 

non-strength member, aluminum alloy steel, stainless steel, nickel ore, 

and composite materials are being investigated as effective 
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alternatives to carbon steel in terms of functional requirements and 

large-scale use.

Among these materials, aluminum alloy is widely known as an 

eco-friendly material with a high weight-to-strength ratio and 

excellent corrosion resistance and workability. Its strength has been 

enhanced, gradually increasing its applicability as a structural 

material. However, aluminum tertiary members lack standardized 

product production and design criteria and quantitative comparisons 

with carbon steel members. Consequently, owing to differences in 

manufacturers’ product designs, there are many difficulties in 

applications to actual projects, and the application cases are extremely 

limited.

Accordingly, to strengthen the shipbuilding industry’s technological 

competitiveness and gain market advantages, researchers have 

expressed the need for a systematic design standardization, identifying 

the trends and devising response strategies regarding international 

standardization, and developing standards for eco-friendly ships in the 

future (Cha, 2009; Kim et al., 2009). In addition, the studies have 

identified the major factors that weaken the price competitiveness. 

They are the low localization rate of key equipment and materials 

caused by limited business models, an industrial structure focused on 

offshore platforms, and inadequate technical capabilities such as in 

front-end engineering design (FEED). These have been consistent 

issues in the Korean offshore facility industry. 

In terms of technology policies for strengthening the offshore 

facility industry’s competitiveness, there are efforts to secure FEED 

engineering technology and source technology for key equipment and 

materials, cultivate talent, and develop supply and diffusion business 

models. For this purpose, it is necessary to create a new market for 

domestic shipbuilding and marine equipment companies in 

ccooperation with the International Standards Organization (ISO) in 

connection with the International Maritime Organization (IMO), 

which is becoming a topic of international discussion, and to increase 

overseas marketing to enhance export competitiveness (Oh, 2017). 

Accordingly, as part of the Integrated Offshore Standard 

Specification (IOSS) derived through a joint industrial research of the 

unified offshore standardization bulk package used by offshore 

facilities, this article presents the contents of the aluminum tertiary 

member design specifications (IOSS, 2019) and the results of the 

conducted applicability analysis. 

2. Standardization of Aluminum Alloy Tertiary Member

2.1 IOSS Standardization Process

More than 200 shipbuilding-related items are registered as 

international standards (ISO); however, offshore structures have 

relatively few registered standards (ISO-TC67 / SC7) compared to 

other areas, and none are registered in the Korean Standard (KS). This 

is because the design standards for offshore platforms must apply 

project specifications that integrate not only the requirements of the 

installation area but also international standards and ordering 

Fig. 1 IOSS Process 

company/class requirements. Moreover, even for structures being 

operated in the same area with the same ordering company, different 

specifications are applied due to complex and inconsistent project 

requirements. 

Therefore, in spite of standardization attempts applying various 

designs, there are difficulties in establishing standardizations owing to 

inconsistency between the standardization leader’s goals and the 

direction of the participating companies. Accordingly, as shown in 

Fig. 1, this article presents a design standard plan, which is the result of 

establishing rational design standards through revision and reflection 

of the standards, defining the standardization items, and analyzing the 

differences in the rules and regulations applied to each item. It also 

presents an analysis-based standard proposal and a review of the 

technical review group/technical advice group (TRG/TAG) standards 

(Ellingsen et al., 2018).

2.2 Review of Standardized Items and Regulations

First, this study selected the items requiring standardization for the 

bulk materials used in offshore platforms considering the following 

three aspects: (1) possibility of cross-use through standardization, (2) 

possibility to solve problems that chronically arise in projects, and (3) 

comprehensive satisfaction of various rules and regulations. Based on 

these three aspects, the priority for development was set as presented 

in Table 1.

Table 1 Priority of development for IOSS activity 

No Item Definition Priority

1 Stair tower DC5 1

2 Stair DC5 1

3 Ladder DC5 1

4 Grating DC5 1

5 Access platform DC5 1

6 Ramp way DC5 3

7 Bridge DC5 3

8 Handrail DC5 1

9 Crane boom rest DC5 Strength, Hardness

10 Green water protection DC5 2

11 Dropped object protection DC5 2

12 Radiation shield DC5 Melting temp

13 Coaming DC5 Chemical resistance

14 Drain box DC5 Chemical resistance

15 Equipment support DC5 Strength, Hardness

16 Radar master DC5 2

17 Bollard DC5 Strength, Hardness
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Table 2 Identified standards 

Name Handrail Stair Vertical ladder

EN ISO 14122-3-2001/4/
14122-1-2001/2/

14122-3:2001
14122-3-2001/5/

ANSI A1264.1-2007/6/ A1264.1-2007 A14.3-2008/7/

NORSOK

S-002 2004, 
Rev4/8/

C-002 2006, 
Edition 3/9/

S-002 2004, 
Rev4

C-002 2006, 
Edition 3

S-002 2004, 
Rev4

C-002 2006, 
Edition 3/9/

AS 1657-2013/10/ 1657-2013/ 1657-2013

Table 3 Identified regulations

Name Handrail Stair Vertical ladder

NMA
856/87 11/

2318/86
856/87 11/

2318/86
856/87 11/

2318/86

PSA PSA Facilities/12/ PSA Facilities PSA Facilities

HSE OTO 2001-069/13 OTO 2001-069 OTO 2001-069

OSHA 1910.23/14/
1910.21
1910.24

1910.26
1910.27

Second, in relation to the items requiring standardization, this study 

examined and analyzed various rules and regulations of the tertiary 

members applied to large offshore platforms manufactured within the 

past decade. Among the tertiary members of offshore platforms, four 

essential items used in large quantities for safety and convenience are 

handrails, stairs, vertical ladders, and gratings.

Furthermore, the relevant rules and regulations applying to these four 

items were classified in accordance with the international rules and 

regional regulations listed in Tables 2-3 (ISO, 2001a; ISO, 2001b; ISO, 

2001c; ISO, 2004; NORSOK Standards, 2004; NORSOK Standards, 

2006; ANSI/ASSE, 2007; ANSI, 2000; Australian Standard, 2013).

Therefore, to secure the persuasiveness of the integrated standard 

and a correct direction for the standard, this study performed a more 

detailed analysis of the related regulations and rules. Key design 

factors in terms of function and work safety were derived based on 

each rule and regulation, as presented in Tables 2 and 3, and the 

essential evaluation items for design are included in Table 4 with a 

detailed analysis.

According to the detailed specification analysis, in general, the 

classified rules and regulations did not differ significantly. Regarding 

Parameter Requirements in standard Evaluation aspects
Recommended

requirement

Height

EN ISO: Min. 1,100 mm
ANSI: Min. 42" (1,100 mm)
NORSOK: Min. 1,100 mm

AS: Min. 900 mm

Sufficient height of handrails on platforms to prevent a fall from 
heights. NORSOK is an offshore standard as opposed to ANSI 
which is applied for general industries.

EN ISO
NORSOK

Min. 1,100 mm

Height on stair

EN ISO: 900–1,000 mm
ANSI: 34"-38"
(863-965 mm)

NORSOK: Min. 1,000

Sufficient height of handrails on stairways to prevent a fall from 
heights NORSOK is an offshore standard as opposed to ANSI 
which is applied for general industries.

EN ISO
NORSOK

Min. 1,000 mm

Vertical opening

EN ISO: Max. 500 mm
ANSI: Max. 21" (550 mm)
NORSOK: Max. 380 mm

AS: Max. 450 mm

Sufficiently narrow space to prevent a fall from height between 
rails The space of lowest course (between toe board and lowest 
Intermediate kneerail) should be less than upper space in order to 
reduce the risk for fall from heights through the lowest course.

NORSOK
Max. 380 mm

Number of
intermediate

kneerail

EN ISO: Min. 1
ANSI: Min. 1

NORSOK: Min. 2
AS: Min. 1

Sufficiently narrow space to prevent a fall from heights through 
between rails. Additional Intermediate knee rail is also recommended 
to attach equipment on the top kneerail such as lighting, junction 
box. Attaching such equipment on the top rail is not allowed due 
to prevent accidental passage of a body part and attachment on 
the lower knee rails is also not allowed since this position is too 
low.

NORSOK 
Min. 2

Diameter

EN ISO: 25-50 mm
ANSI: 1.25"–2"

(32–51 mm)
NORSOK: 25-50 mm

AS: Max. 50 mm

Ergonomic design for holding hand to handrail. 
EN ISO, NORSOK, 
AS ANSI (partly) 

25-50 mm

Distance 
vertical 

stanchions 

EN ISO: Max. 1,500 mm
ANSI: Max. 8" (2,438 mm)
NORSOK: Max. 1,500 mm

Maximum distance between vertical stanchions should be limited 
based on the stanchion anchoring strength and the fixing devices. 

EN ISO, ANSI, 
NORSOK, NMA
Max. 1,500 mm

Height of toe 
plate

EN ISO: Min. 100 mm
ANSI: Min. 3.5" (89 mm)
NORSOK: Min. 100 mm

AS: Min. 100 mm

The solid toe plate at the bottom should be provided to prevent 
fall of minor objects.

EN ISO, NORSOK, 
ANSI, AS

Min. 100 mm

Table 4 Evaluation of requirements for handrails (continuation)
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Parameter Requirements in standard Evaluation aspects
Recommended

requirement

Vertical 
clearance btw. 
toe plate and 

floor level 

EN ISO: Max. 10 mm
ANSI: 0.25" (6 mm)

NORSOK: Max. 10 mm
AS: Max. 10 mm

The gap between the toe plate and the bottom should be 
minimized to prevent the fall of minor objects. 

EN ISO, NORSOK, 
AS

Max. 10 mm

Horizontal 
clearance btw. 

toe plates 

ANSI: Max 1"
NORSOK: continuous type

AS: continuous type

The gap between the toe plates should be minimized to prevent 
fall of minor objects. However, the construction efforts to obtain 
no gap according to NORSOK are significant and considered 
disproportionate compacted to the safety benefit.

NORSOK, AS, ANSI
Continuous type or 

Max. 10 mm

Space btw two 
segments 

EN ISO: 75-120 mm
NORSOK: 75-120 mm

To prevent that hand is trapped in the clearing space between the 
segments.

EN ISO, NORSOK
75-120 mm

Sharp edges 

EN ISO: Not allowed
ANSI: Not allowed

NORSOK: Not allowed
AS: Not allowed

The ends of the handrail shall be designed to eliminate any risk 
of harm caused by sharp edges of the product or by catching of 
the user's clothing.

EN ISO, NORSOK, 
AS

Not allowed

Table 5 Comparison of requirements of standards and regulations for handrail 

Parameter
Standard (mm) Regulation (mm)

EN ISO ANSI NORSOK AS PSA NMA OSHA

Handrail height Min. 1,100 Min. 1,067 Min. 1,100 Min. 900 (1,100) Ref. Norsok 1,000 1,067
Stair height 900 ~ 1,000 864 ~ 965 Min. 1,000 Ref. Norsok 762 ~ 863

Number of intermediate 
kneerail

Min. 1 Min. 1 Min. 2 Min. 1 Ref. Norsok Min. 2 Min. 1

Vertical opening Max. 500 Max 550 Max. 380 Max. 450 Ref. Norsok Max. 380 Max. 534

Diameter 25 ~ 50 32 ~ 51 25 ~ 50 50 Ref. Norsok Min. 38

Distance btw. 
stanchions

Max. 1,500 Max. 2,440 Max. 1,500 Ref. Norsok Max. 1,500 2,440

Height toe plate Min. 100 Min. 89 Min. 100 mm Min. 100 Ref. Norsok 102

Toe plate vertical 
clearance 

Max. 10 Max. 6 Max. 10 Max. 10 Ref. Norsok 6

Toe plate horizontal 
clearance

Max. 25.4 Continuous type Continuous type Ref. Norsok Max. 25.4

Space btw. segments 75 ~ 120 75 ~ 120 Ref. Norsok

Table 6 Recommended dimensions for handrails 

Parameter Guideline Commendation and limitations

Height Min. 1,100 mm

Height on stair Min. 1,000 mm
Not in compliance with ANSI: 

Min. 34° ~ Max. 38° (863~965 mm)

Vertical opening
Max. 380 mm, Max. 230 mm 

(Lower course)

Intermediate knee rail Min. 2 knee rails

Diameter Min. 25 mm ~ Max. 5 mm
Only partly in compliance with ANSI: 

1.25" ~ 2" (32 ~ 51 mm) 

Distance btw. vertical stanchions Max. 1,500 mm
Height of toe plate Min. 100 mm

Thickness of toe plate 6 ~ 10 mm 

Vertical clearance btw. 
toe plate and floor level

Max. 10 mm
Not in compliance with ANSI: 

Max. 0.25" (6 mm)

Horizontal clearance btw. toe plates
Continuous type 

(or Max. 10 mm)
NORSOK does not allow any gap

Radius of rounding 150 R
Length of end segment from vertical stanchion Max. 600 mm

Space btw. two segments Min 75 mm ~ Max 120 mm

Sharp edges Not allowed

Table 4 Evaluation of requirements for handrails
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NORSOK Standard 
(25%)

EN ISO
(55%)

Australian Standard
(10%)

American Standard
(10%)

Fig. 2 Statistics of percentage to apply standards for offshore 

projects during last five years

handrails, which have the highest proportion of use and directly impact 

safety, there were some differences in the applied rules and regulations, 

as presented in Table 5, including handrail height, quantity of the 

intermediate kneerails, and toe plate height. This is primarily because the 

existing design methods were applied or special additional conditions of 

the project were applied based on international standards (ISO) 

(Ellingsen et al., 2018). 

As shown in Fig. 2, the application rate within the past five years of 

the rules and regulations commonly used in offshore platform 

construction was simultaneously reviewed, and the handrail height was 

determined to be 1,100 mm considering the worker’s safety and work 

convenience. Table 6 presents a planned standard that comprehensively 

satisfies the existing related regulations of NORSOK S-002 (NORSOK 

Standards, 2004) and ISO 14122-1–4 (ISO, 2001a; ISO, 2001b; ISO, 

2001c; ISO, 2004). 

Fig. 3 Specification for handrail design 

Fig. 4 Specification for handrail design 

To minimize analytical errors in design and production by engineering 

companies, oil companies, and classification societies, which mainly 

arise when applying the rules and regulations, the standard was devised 

to avoid confusion during design, manufacturing, and inspection by 

providing accurate recommended guidelines and reference designs, as 

those shown in Figs. 3 and 4 (IOSS, 2019). 

2.3 Design Applicability Analysis

In the third step, to examine the applicability of the standardized 

design based on the results of applications, this study reviewed the 

practical applicability of the verified standards in groups selected as 

TRG/TAG standards. The new standard established and implemented 

a systematic review process that minimizes risks such as delivery 

delays and deficits in real projects, as shown in Fig. 5, thus enhancing 

its completeness.

Each review process is divided into the proposal of the standard by 

the W/G members that comprise the classification societies, 

associations, and shipyards participating in the standard; a primary 

review by the W/G internal TAG members; and a secondary review by 

the major oil and engineering companies that are TAG members, 

thereby improving the quality of the devised standard and maximizing 

its integration.

Fig. 5 IOSS standardization review process

2.4 Experimental Analysis of Handrail Standardization

To investigate the adequacy of the devised handrail design standard, 

this study performed an empirical experiment related to the test 

certification procedure of the product. In IOSS, the “Top mounted 
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Perform a safety assessment & correction

Installation of Specimens 

Visual Inspection, Check Condition

Apply the pre-load (20% of test load)

Visual Inspection (deformation)

Start data logging (load cell – LVDT)

Apply the test-load

Visual Inspection & Check logging data

Finish

1-min.holding time

1-min.holding time

Fig. 6 Experimental test procedure

Table 7 Test condition of handrail

No.
Loading
direction

Loading
type

Load (kN)

Loading case 1
Horizontal

Distributed load 2.925
Loading case 2
Loading case 3

Point load 1.3
Loading case 4 Vertical

Note: Distributed load: 1.5 kN/m × Rail length (Max. 1.5 m) × 1.3 
(Load factor) = Max. 2.925 kN, Point load: 1.0 kN × 1.3 (Load 
factor) = 1.3 kN

handrail in the case of inside coaming” was selected considering both 

the strength test procedure and strength characteristics required by the 

related regulations, and the applied load was determined considering 

the load conditions and safety factor defined in ISO and NORSOK. 

Furthermore, an experimental test procedure was developed in 

which the experimental conditions for each member constituting the 

handrail were varied to investigate the structural safety that satisfies 

the use objective of the handrail, as shown in Fig. 6. 

As shown in Figs. 7–9, he distribution and concentration loads were 

applied to the top-rail, Stanchion and mid-rail of the specimen by 

connecting the load cell and the lever/chain block. This test were 

reflected in the standard test procedure through schematics of the 

specimen top-rail, stanchion, and mid-rail. 

As presented in Table 8, in terms of the test criteria, the occurrence 

of permanent deformation and cracking is not allowed and a maximum 

deformation of 30 mm under the test load conditions were proposed as 

the evaluation criteria, with reference to the maximum allowable strain 

and permanent strain defined in ISO and NORSOK. 

For the experimental analysis of the standardization product, this 

study conducted an empirical verification of the handrail tertiary 

member standard, as shown in Figs. 8(b)–9(b). In particular, for 

FF

Load cell

Lever block

Supporting block

Loading bar
(50x50x1,500mm)

Fix

LVDT

(a) Schematic test condition

Loading Case 1

(b) Experimental test condition

Fig. 7 Distributed load at a stanchion (Loading Case 1)

FF

Load cell

Lever block

Supporting block

Fix

LVDT

(a) Schematic test condition

(b) Experimental test condition

Fig. 8 Horizontal load at a stanchion (Loading Case 2 and 3)
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F

F

Load cell

Lever block

Supporting block

Fix

LVDT

(a) Schematic test condition

(b) Experimental test condition

Fig. 9 Vertical load at a midpoint of handrail (Loading Case 4)

Table 8 Allowable criteria of the handrail under test condition

Items Allowable criteria 

Maximum deflection 30 mm

Permanent deflection Not Allowed 

Crack Not visible cracks

products designed based on the manufacturer's numerical analysis, 

improvement plans reflecting the on-site installation environment and 

various manufacturing defects are being derived through experimental 

verification and are under review to be reflected in the standard. 

In addition, regarding ISO and NORSOK standards based on the 

existing carbon steel, in the case of Loading Case 4, it was impossible 

to meet the different requirements of each project ordering company 

(e.g., safety chain fastening conditions for workers) through the 

existing individual design standards. However, it will be possible to 

effectively meet the design/production company requirements by 

reflecting them in the standardization product through the clear 

comparison and analysis of this experimental analysis method.

Accordingly, based on the standard test procedure and empirical 

test results, evaluation methods not only of the handrail but also of 

tertiary member item products derived from the JIP (Joint industry 

project) are being reviewed and reflected in the IOSS design 

standards. This series of processes will serve as an important base 

technology for the technical completeness of new standards, 

improvements in product reliability, and enhanced technological 

competitiveness of manufacturers. 

3. Cost-effectiveness Analysis

The developed standardization was applied to an actual project to 

verify its effectiveness regarding project cost reduction and whether it 

secured competitiveness. To this end, a large offshore platform 

manufactured and delivered in Korea was analyzed. Accordingly, a 

comparative analysis of the weight reduction effect and cost (material 

cost, manufacturing cost, maintenance cost) was conducted assuming 

that the IOSS aluminum standard was applied to the carbon steel 

handrail, stairs, and vertical ladders used in the project. 

For comparison of the aluminum and carbon steel tertiary members, 

the carbon steel and aluminum unit weights were calculated as listed in 

Tables 9 and 10. Regarding the criteria, the handrail was calculated 

assuming it was continuous, with three rails, and excluding the stiffener 

weight, the vertical ladder was calculated without distinguishing 

between cage and non-cage ladders, and the stair was calculated based 

on the tread (38 × 5, pitch 30), excluding the handrail weight. 

For the maintenance costs of the aluminum tertiary members, the 

baseline data, the manufacturing/maintenance costs of the aluminum 

and carbon steel tertiary members were calculated based on an 

Table 9 Carbon tertiary items total/unit weight

Parameter Total weight (t) Unit weight (kg/m)

Project "S" "E" "P" "S" "E" "P"

Handrail 536.2 179.4 254.9 21.0 20.4 21.1

Ladder 120.3 45.5 22.1 21.3 37.5 38.0

Stair 151.2 47.3 146.3 144.7 136.0 127.8

Table 10 Summary of the unit weight for aluminum tertiary items

Items Unit weight (kg/m)

Handrail 13.73

Ladder 13.53

Stair 104.08

Table 11 A comparison of the carbon and aluminum cost according 

to outfitting items 

Item Component
Cost (KRW/kg)

Carbon Aluminum

Handrail
Investment

cost

40,616 72,397

Ladder 17,063 13,827

Stair 31,218 31,538

Maintenance Maintenance cost 4,40 1,100
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Table 12 A comparison of the carbon and aluminum weight 

according to outfitting items 

Items
Aluminum

weight (kg/m)
Carbon

weight (kg/m)
Comparison

seight

Handrail 13.73 20.8 66%

Ladder 13.53 32.3 42%

Stair 104.08 136.2 76%
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Fig. 10 A relationships of between cost and maintenance period 

according to materials (carbon steel and aluminum) 

precedent research (Muzathik et al., 2012), as shown in Table 11, and 

compared.

Table 9 shows the comparison of the total and unit weight for the 

handrail, ladder, and stair applied in three large projects “S,” “E,” and 

“P.” Given the shape of the aluminum tertiary members, as aluminum 

is lighter than carbon steel and minimizes welding, the weight was 

reduced by an average of 40%, as presented in Table 12.

Table 11 compares the cost per unit weight of the aluminum 

production cost and the cost of the carbon steel tertiary member 

material + manufacturing cost + hot-dip galvanization cost. Although 

the initial material cost for aluminum exceeds that of carbon steel, as 

aluminum does not require hot-dip galvanization and welding, when 

compared by item, the cost of the aluminum tertiary members was 

similar to that of carbon steel members, or even lower. Moreover, 

considering the maintenance period, as shown in Fig. 10, aluminum is 

more cost-effective than carbon steel after an average of 5.7 years. 

A comprehensive analysis of the above results demonstrated that the 

aluminum tertiary members designed and manufactured using the 

technical standard can be an alternative to the existing carbon steel 

tertiary members in offshore platforms. 

4. Conclusion and Discussion

As part of the IOSS obtained through a joint industrial research of 

the unified offshore standardization bulk package used by offshore 

facilities, this article presents the contents of the aluminum tertiary 

member design specifications (IOSS S102-1/2 S104) (ISSO, 2019) 

and the results of a design standardization and applicability analysis 

based on the handrail, a tertiary member that uses aluminum alloy. The 

following detailed conclusions were drawn.

(1) The major contents of the international tertiary member 

standardization can be confirmed, which should serve as useful data 

for similar future projects by specifying the effect of application. 

(2) The devised aluminum tertiary member standard design was 

applied to a recently manufactured large offshore project and analyzed. 

According to the results, the material cost of aluminum was more than 

twice that of carbon steel, raising concerns about increased project 

costs. However, when calculating the actual tertiary member costs by 

unit weight and incorporating the material, welding, and hot-dip 

galvanization costs, the cost of aluminum was equal to or less than that 

of carbon steel. 

(3) In comparison to carbon steel, aluminum barely has maintenance 

costs, and it does not require paint. Thus, aluminum showed lower 

costs than carbon steel after an average of 5.7 years, giving it 

sufficiently high applicability. 

Through the participation of relevant Korean equipment companies 

in the standardization process, this will serve as an important base 

technology not only for the technical completeness of new standards, 

but also for improvement in product reliability and enhanced 

technological competitiveness of manufacturers. 

In addition, the IOSS is being applied primarily in shipyards for real 

projects, and preparations are underway for its reflection in 

international standards for offshore structures. Finally, a working 

committee under ISO TC67 was newly established, and a draft 

international standard (DIS) for reflection in ISO is currently in 

progress. 
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1. Introduction

Pipe installation work in offshore plant construction is a major 

construction process that accounts for more than 40% of the total 

construction by work type (Kim and Shin, 2014). Previous studies 

have continuously minimized the loss and cost of work by efficiently 

managing the production and installation processes of numerous pipes 

made of various materials according to the characteristics of work on 

offshore plants (Ham et al., 2016). To examine the contents of major 

studies, Ham et al. (2016) attempted to minimize the inefficiency of 

delayed pipe delivery by designing a regression analysis predictive 

model for pipe production and installation. This study demonstrated 

the possibility of more accurate pipe lead time prediction if 

high-quality data are acquired and appropriate variables are selected as 

a result of the nature of regression analysis. Wei and Nienhyuis (2012) 

applied an assembly sequence algorithm for fittings to the pipe 

installation plan and examined the possibility of interference and 

processing. They implemented a system that derives an automatic 

assembly sequence by reflecting constraints in the actual assembly; 

however, there were partial limitations in improving the entire piping 

process. DSME (2015) suggested an automatic method for 

cross-verification of 2D drawings and 3D models in 2D and 3D pipe 

systems using the ISO 15926 xml file format. Furthermore, SHI (2015) 

proposed a piping work management system composed of a unit for 

pipe information extraction from pipe design information, a work 

difficulty setting unit, an individual work ratio setting unit, a 

performance management unit, and a performance database. It 

manages only the engineering information, excluding the 3D 

computer-aided design (CAD) model. Park and Woo (2018) proposed 

a data structure for an integrated piping process management system 

by defining items that need to be improved for each process of 

offshore plant piping materials. Oh et al. (2018) presented a method 

for predicting the required amount of pipe materials for offshore 

structures based on big data analysis for more accurate material 
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demand planning and purchasing for designers. Park et al. (2019b) 

addressed a management method based on the connection 

relationships between installation pipe fitting items acquired from 

CAD information for prior management of the offshore plant 

installation readiness. Park et al. (2019a) performed process 

visualization, bottleneck process analysis, and partner performance 

analysis-based process mining with log data generated in the pipe 

materials supply process.

The aforementioned studies focused predominantly on pipe design, 

process plan, and piping process management system configuration 

methods. However, incorrect working and reworking occur 

frequently because workers do not identify the three-dimensional 

structure of the work area during field piping work, even if the pipe 

design and process plan and management are performed 

systematically. Offshore plants undergo frequent design changes 

during the construction period. To perform field work by accurately 

reflecting the design intent, we need 3D development information as 

well as isometric (ISO) 2D installation drawings. Furthermore, the 3D 

CAD pipe model requires identification of the three-dimensional pipe 

structure considering relationships with the previous task and the 

interrelationships of tasks by classifying the tasks by material, spool, 

and size according to the characteristics of the tasks. However, a 

process management system without a 3D simulator feature cannot 

meet these requirements, and a 3D viewer with limited functions is 

used or an additional 3D CAD pipe simulation work is performed 

according to the workers’ demands. 

With this background, our study proposes a system support method 

using a 3D simulator for easy and efficient identification of the on-site 

piping process work structure. The implemented 3D simulator can 

perform 3D simulation for the piping process in the system through a 

lightweight 3D CAD model based on the Unity3D engine and can 

visualize the process by interconnecting every process progress 

information in the system. Furthermore, the post-processing status 

after the pipe inspection can be referenced by indicating the punch 

details on the 3D model. In addition, the degree of work efficiency 

improvement compared to the existing method was examined for a 3D 

simulator-based system used through three work scenarios.

2. Items Analysis for 
Supporting Offshore Plant Piping Process 

The piping of an offshore plant is arranged and installed considering 

the relationship with the previous task and the interrelationships of 

tasks in a limited local space with the components of Architecture; 

Structure; Equipment; heating, ventilation, and air conditioning 

(HVAV) system; and Electric as shown in Fig. 1. To perform the pipe 

installation work efficiently considering these offshore plant 

components, the following information support is required for the 

workers in general.

(1) Installation status of components: The piping must be installed 

without interferences for connections between different facilities or 

internal structures. Hence, the worker must be aware of the installation 

status of components related to the piping.

(2) Pipe installation priorities: The pipe installation priorities are 

determined according to the physical characteristics such as the spool 

diameter, thickness, and material; the installed block; and the deadline. 

Furthermore, in general, the following piping work is performed in 

consideration of interference with surrounding structures after large 

pipes are installed on the site. Therefore, the subsequent piping work 

cannot be performed unless the worker is already aware of the 

priorities, and the piping must be installed again in serious cases. 

Hence, the worker must always be aware of the priorities of tasks. 

(3) Isometric 2D drawing by work type: In the piping work and 

inspection stage, the worker or inspector may need to identify the 

isometric 2D drawing by material, size, spool, and package, or the 3D 

piping structure model. In this case, the sorting function of the 3D 

CAD pipe model needs to be provided in this field work.

(4) 3D working internal space: To better understand the working 

internal structure in which components are arranged in a complex 

manner, we need to identify the 3D piping structure model by 

combining only the partially required components. In this case, the 3D 

CAD model must allow disassembly and assembly. In addition, a 

partial modeling feature should be provided to allow identification of 

the internal connection status by expanding or shrinking only a part of 

the workspace. 

(5) Punch: Punch refers to the writing of the problems and 

processing requirements together with the inspection date and location 

after piping inspection. In general, the site creates isometric 2D 

drawings or takes pictures and provides them to the shipyard. 

Therefore, for specific reworks, the 3D CAD model related to the 

punch must be identified. 

3. Development of Offshore Plant Piping Process 

Support System Using 3D Simulator 

3.1 Composition of 3D-simulator-based System 

To minimize incorrect working in field work and to improve work 

efficiency, the worker must be aware of the installation and 

arrangement of structures and various fittings, including piping, in the 

workspace during the progress of work in three dimensions. Therefore, 

in this study, we designed a system to visualize the work situation in 

three dimensions by connecting the offshore plant process with a 3D 

CAD model and to enable 3D simulation of the internal structure 

according to the demands of the worker or inspector. Fig. 2 shows the 

correlation between the internal information and the system 

configuration based on the working progress and engineering data of 

the 3D CAD model shape information and the manufacturing resource 

planning (MRP) system of an offshore plant production design. The 

3D simulator of this system shares and interconnects the process and 

engineering data in the database and various ISO 2D drawings. 
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(a) Architecture (b) Structure 

(c) Piping (d) Equipment 

(e) HVAC (f) Electric

(g) Equipment+HVAC+Electric (h) Structure+Piping+Equipment+HVAC+Electric

Fig. 1 Constitution of a part in offshore plant: water injection module
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Fig. 2 Correlation between data and system for supporting piping 

process using 3D simulator

Fig. 3 shows the implemented offshore plant process support system 

based on the 3D simulator. This system is composed of Calendar, 

Working Process Summary, manufacturing resource planning (MRP) 

data, and 3D CAD model, which interact with one another. The 

Calendar shows the daily work details together with the Working 

Process Summary. The Working Process Summary includes the total 

number of pipes, received and installed quantities, current installed 

quantity, installation completion ratio, and remaining quantity. The 

progress of the piping work is linked to the 3D CAD model in real 

time. The MRP data shares the line number, spool number, isometric 

drawing number, package number, and BOM information in the 

database of the existing piping management system, and the related 

isometric 2D drawings can be seen when necessary. Furthermore, the 

information required for the pipe installation process, that is, the 

piping work situation by block, size, material, and system, and piping 

inspection, that is, the line inspection, flushing, hydro test, pneumatic 

test, and reinstatement, can be simulated according to the purpose with 

the spool and package in the 3D CAD model. For the development 

environment, a standard graphic user interface (GUI) was constructed 

using Visual Studio C#, and a Unity3D engine was used for 3D 

modeling; the interface technology for mutual data exchange and 

interaction was developed and applied independently.

3.2 Simplification of 3D CAD Pipe Model

The 3D simulator for offshore plant piping process support aims for 

the visualization of the work status and efficient understanding of the 

3D pipe structure in the work space associated with the process work. 

Therefore, the 3D CAD pipe model designed for high-specification 

computers need to be streamlined for efficient operation in low to 

intermediate specification computers in production sites. In this study, 

it was simplified by reducing the number of polygons of the 3D CAD 

model while maintaining the pipe interfaces. Fig. 4 shows examples of 

simplifying the number of polygons for piping from (a) 7680 to (b) 

3071 and (c) 1957.

3.3 3D Simulation Displaying the Piping Process Status

With the progress of the offshore plant process, various fittings are 

Fig. 3 System structure for supporting piping process using 3D simulator
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arranged in a complex manner together with structures and facilities. 

Thus, the workers and process managers need to visually check the 

current situation of the process. In particular, it will assist in improving 

the process work efficiency if the installation of equipment, facilities, 

and structures, as well as the receipt, installation preparation, and 

installation completion of the pipes can be checked before, during, and 

after the work.

3.3.1 Representation of piping process status based on 3D CAD 

model

Most shipyards operate a proprietary system to manage the working 

process from manufacturing to the receipt and installation of materials. 

Therefore, the 3D simulator in this system was implemented in 

association with the database of a process management system. Fig. 5 

shows an example of the receipt of piping materials (white), 

installation preparation (gray), and installation completion (black) in 

association with the 3D simulator. Fig. 5 (a) numerically shows the 

receipt, installation completion, and installation completion of the 

piping materials in Working Process Summary, and the progress of 

work is displayed in terms of percentage. Furthermore, Fig. 5 (b) 

displays the status from receipt to installation completion of the piping 

materials corresponding to the working process in the 3D CAD pipe 

model. When a worker registers the work result to the MRP system 

from the site, the working process situation is expressed in color 

(white, gray, and black) in the 3D CAD pipe model from the shared 

database, which allows the worker to intuitively see the working 

progress.

3.3.2 Identification of 3D pipe location and structure by work type 

During pipe installation, it is necessary to identify the piping work 

status by block, size, material, and system, and to identify the location 

and structure of the 3D pipe during pipe inspection according to the 

purpose such as line inspection, flushing, hydro test, pneumatic test, 

and reinstatement. Fig. 6 (a) indicates a 6-inch-diameter pipe by 

contour lines in the 3D CAD pipe model. Fig. 6 (b) shows the 

representation of the pipes with contour lines for pipes in the package

—the smallest unit—during pipe flushing using air or water to remove 

foreign substances from inside the pipes. Besides, the 3D simulator in 

the system can distinguish a pipe package for line inspection, pipe 

package for inspection of water pressure of the weld using water 

pressure, and pipe package indicating completion of reinstatement as 

shown in Fig. 6.

(a) Polygon Nr. 7680 (b) Polygon Nr. 3071 (c) Polygon Nr. 1957

Fig. 4 An example of simplification for 3D CAD pipe model

(a) Working process summary (b) Display of piping installation state on 3D CAD model

Fig. 5 Working process displaying on 3D CAD pipe model
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3.3.3 Pipe inspection result displaying in 3D CAD model

Punch means to indicate the pipe inspection date and the details and 

locations of problems (processing or otherwise), directly in the 

corresponding work area. In general, the punch details are directly 

indicated on the ISO 2D installation drawing, or pictures are taken and 

stored separately in the process management department. Therefore, it 

is time-consuming to find and refer to the related information through 

the package number to check the punch location and processing. The 

punch function of this system indicates the problems directly in the 3D 

CAD model, which are linked to the MRP information and are 

provided to users. Consequently, the worker can identify more 

accurately the location of the punch and whether or not the punch has 

(a) 3D CAD pipe model with identical 6-inch diameter

(b) 3D CAD pipe model with identical package for pipe flushing

Fig. 6 Example of working process state displaying on 3D CAD pipe model

Fig. 7 Example of punch displaying on 3D CAD pipe model
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been processed. Fig. 7 shows an example of a punch indicating a 

problem together with an expression of the corresponding package in 

the 3D CAD model. 

3.3.4 3D simulation displaying the internal plant structure 

The offshore plant piping process is performed considering the 

interferences between related structures and various facilities and 

fittings. Therefore, if a worker has identified the relevant 3D work 

structure in the workspace together with the ISO 2D installation 

drawing, it can assist in not only preventing incorrect working but also 

improving work efficiency. To this end, this system enables partial 

visualization of the disassembly and assembly between offshore plant 

structures and the internal structure. Fig. 1 (a)–(f) show simulation 

examples of each component of the offshore plant module. Fig. 1 (g) 

and (h) show simulation examples that combine only the necessary 

components. Furthermore, Fig. 8 shows cross-sections of partial 

simulation examples of the arrangements of structures, facilities, 

pipes, and other fittings to be installed inside the relevant work space. 

Fig. 8 (a) shows the 3D CAD model of the entire offshore plant 

modules before applying the cross-section. Fig. 8 (b) shows the 

internal structure of an offshore plant by removing the necessary parts 

by applying the cross-section feature. 

4. Work Efficiency Analysis

To examine the work efficiency of the offshore plant process 

support system based on the 3D simulator, we composed three 

simulation work scenarios for the water injection module in Fig. 1. 

Table 1 Piping components applied to offshore plant module of 

Fig. 1

Item Symbol Unit Value

Spool SPL EA 434

Package PKG EA 85

Punch - EA 21

Table 1 lists the pipe spool, package, and number of punches used in 

the offshore plant. Here, spool is the smallest unit of pipe work, 

package refers to the minimum unit of piping structure, and punch 

denotes the recording of modifications or problems in work finishing 

after piping inspection.

The first work scenario represents a case where the worker demands 

the simulation result of an installed 3D pipe structure in order to 

identify the working progress status. To verify efficiency, we 

compared the time required for the 3D spool simulation until 434 

spools by using the MRP system and the 3D simulation-based system, 

which are currently used. The MRP system does not include ISO 2D 

installation drawing and the 3D CAD model. Hence, the 3D CAD pipe 

model must be found and simulated from the pipe spool number in the 

MRP system, and the higher the number of spools, the longer the 

simulation time. However, the 3D-simulation-based system is linked 

to the database of the MRP system, and this is directly reflected in the 

3D CAD model; the installed piping work status can be simulated in 

real time. Therefore, as shown in Fig. 9, an approximately 99% or 

higher work efficiency improvement can be expected.

The second work scenario requires the simulation result of the 3D 

pipe structure by package for the pipe-inspection status, which is 

required to intuitively identify the inspection report preparation or 

progress status. Fig. 10 compares the time required for 3D pipe 

simulation until 85 packages using the MRP system and 3D 

simulation-based system. The 3D-simulation-based system allows 

real-time simulation because it can reflect the process working status in 

the 3D CAD model by package. However, the MRP system must 

perform simulation by finding the individual 3D CAD pipe model 

corresponding to the package number. Hence, as shown in Fig. 9, the 

simulation time increases in proportion to the number of packages and 

there is a difference in work efficiency of approximately 99% or higher.

The third work scenario is the case in which the punch details are 

indicated in the 3D CAD model after piping inspection. With the 

existing method, when the punch details are prepared in an isometric 

2D drawing and then submitted, and the process manager or designer 

finds the relevant 3D CAD model and enters the punch details to 

(a) Before applying cross-section (b) After applying cross-section

Fig. 8 Example of cross section function on 3D CAD structure model
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provide the 3D CAD information to the workers. Therefore, it takes 

some time to acquire information for rework. As shown in Table 1, it 

took 56 min to input the details of 21 punches in the 3D CAD model. 

However, in our system, the punch details are input to the 3D CAD 

model in real time; hence, the punch details in the 3D CAD model can 

be directly output and used. Fig. 11 shows an example of inputting the 

21 punch details in Table 1 in the 3D CAD model. As with the 

previous results, the work efficiency is approximately 99% or higher.

Fig. 9 Comparison of 3D simulation on the installed pipe spools between MRP system and system in this study 

Fig. 10 Comparison of 3D simulation on the inspected pipe packages between MRP system and system in this paper 
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5. Conclusion

The 3D simulator enables a virtual simulation test of a real offshore 

plant in which offshore structures, facilities, and various fittings are 

arranged in a complex manner for easy and accurate identification of 

workspace information prior to actual work. In the present study, we 

introduced a method of linking this 3D simulator with the offshore 

plant piping process for system support. We compared the work 

efficiency improvement of the proposed system through three 

simulation-related work scenarios with the existing method.

The results of this study can be summarized as follows.

First, the offshore plant model designed with 3D CAD was 

simplified while maintaining the 3D shape and was implemented in the 

system— including the boundary curve—through the simplification 

process of the offshore plant model designed with 3D CAD.

Second, the offshore plant working process was visualized in a 3D 

CAD model by linking the process work result to the 3D simulator in 

real time.

Third, the 3D CAD pipe model corresponding to the same work type 

was distinguished by spool and package to allow the worker and 

inspector to check the work status in 3D pipe structure model.

Fourth, the cross-section feature can be used to divide or combine 

only the work areas for simulation to identify the complex internal and 

external structures of the offshore plant.

Fifth, the punch details can be directly input to the 3D CAD model 

after piping inspection, thus allowing the simultaneous visualization of 

the rework and working progress of the punch details.

Sixth, it was verified using work scenarios that the 3D-simulator- 

based support system for offshore plant process management can 

contribute toward the improvement of work efficiency.

The 3D-simulator-based process support system introduced in this 

paper was developed so that a systematically designed 3D CAD model 

can provide 3D shape information that meets the requirements of the 

production site while contributing to an improvement in efficiency of 

the process work. If the worker can intuitively and easily recognize 3D 

shapes together with isometric 2D drawings in the field with frequent 

design changes, it can minimize incorrect working and greatly 

contribute to an improvement in work efficiency. In this vein, the 

offshore plant process support system based on the 3D simulator is a 

critical research field that should be developed continuously with keen 

interest in the future.
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1. Introduction

Underwater acoustics is a scientific domain that involves the study 

of the phenomena of sound waves in water, including their generation, 

propagation, and reception. Specifically, the sound navigation and 

ranging (SONAR) system is utilized to investigate underwater 

communication and target detection and to study marine resources and 

the environment; further, it is utilized to measure and analyze sound 

sources in water. The main objective of underwater acoustics-based 

remote sensing is the indirect acquisition of information on underwater 

targets of interest using acoustic data. At present, highly advanced 

data-driven machine-learning techniques are being applied in various 

ways for extracting information from acoustic data. The techniques 

closely related to these applications are introduced in the first part of 

this paper (Yang et al., 2020). This paper presents a detailed review of 

the applications of machine learning in underwater acoustics and 

passive SONAR signal processing.

2. Passive SONAR Signal Processing 

2.1 Passive Target Detection and Identification

Signals measured by a passive SONAR system exhibit fluctuations 

owing to irregular noises in the ocean. This hinders target signal 

detection. The conventional signal processing method for detecting 

target signals is based on the Neyman–Pearson criterion (Nielsen, 

1991). As the probability distribution of the received signals, including 

the target signals, differs from that of the noise signals, the probability 

ratio that is set according to the presence of the target signal at the time 

of observation is compared with a preset value. This helps determine 

whether the target signal is included in the observed time period. This 

technique can be expanded to detect the target signal by 

comprehensively analyzing all the signals measured in the time 

domain of interest as well as signals observed at a specific time.

In general, techniques for detecting a target signal through 

comparison with a threshold value have a disadvantage: false alarms 

can occur frequently, particularly in the scenario of a low signal- 
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paper reviews machine-learning applications in passive SONAR signal-processing tasks including target detection/identification and localization.
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to-noise ratio. To overcome this problem, Komari Alaie and Farsi 

(2018) combined the time and frequency domain information of the 

measurement signals to derive an adaptive threshold for such signals. 

They used this threshold value to determine whether the target signal is 

included in the corresponding observed interval.

However, in passive SONAR, the use of a threshold to identify a 

target as described earlier is a detection technique that uses only the 

size-related features of the target signal. Shin and Kil (1996) 

developed a target identifier that defined and utilized the multifaceted 

features of a target signal in terms of various aspects to increase the 

accuracy of target detection. In the conventional target detection 

technique based on the signal size described earlier, the tendencies 

exhibited in the spectrogram of the observed signal are simplified, and 

the sum of the signal sizes corresponding to the frequency domain of 

interest in each time frame is used. In the study conducted by Shin and 

Kil, apart from these fundamental features, other features such as those 

related to the size/frequency statistics of the observed signal and the 

frequency of the target signal were integrated to utilize these as input 

vectors for several machine learning algorithms including neural 

networks. In conventional target detection, a process is required for 

identifying the detected target signal. However, in target identifiers 

that use multiple features of the target signal as mentioned in the 

aforementioned technique, target classification is achieved before 

detection (classify-before-detect method). The technique proposed by 

Shin and Kil delivered superior performance, compared to the 

performance of the conventional technique, particularly in low 

signal-to-noise ratio conditions.

The aforementioned studies have mainly used passive SONAR 

(binary classification) to determine whether the target signal is 

included in the observed interval. This type of classification can be 

extended further to the classification of various types of signals present 

in the ocean. Hemminger and Pao (1994) proposed a classifier that 

used neural networks to distinguish between six types of marine 

noises. In the process of detection or identification of a signal by a 

SONAR operator, a technique such as a short-time Fourier transform 

(STFT) that displays the temporal frequency variations of a signal of 

interest is often used in conjunction with the auditory information. 

With reference to this, the study conducted by Hemminger and Pao 

defined the features that reflected the visual information of the STFT, 

as follows. When the spectrum that constituted the STFT of the 

observed signal was compared in relation to the trend exhibited by the 

preceding cluster in each time frame, the STFT could be represented as 

a list of prototype numbers. The prototype numbers listed in this 

manner constituted the input vectors of the neural network. A classifier 

was developed according to the type of noise source to be classified. 

The type of noise source included in the test data was determined using 

a classifier that yielded the highest value among different classifier 

results.

While detecting a target signal using passive SONAR, a transient 

sound is detected for a period of time. This could be emitted by various 

sources such as biological sound or machinery noise. In general, a 

skilled SONAR operator is capable of classifying these transient 

sounds according to the source. Tucker and Brown (2005) extracted 

various features including human auditory characteristics reflected 

from timbre (Fig. 1) and proposed a transient sound classifier using 

these features. For the classification, timbre-related features that 

helped classify various types of sounds were selected based on the 

results of a classification experiment that classified various transient 

sounds present in underwater environments including biological and 

mechanical sounds. In addition, factors related to the material of the 

sound-generating target were explored and used as features. Finally, 

the features reflecting sound variability were calculated using a 

rhythmogram that reflected the temporal variability of transient sound 

(related to repeatability in the time domain). The feature vectors 

derived from the combination of features defined in various domains 

have a higher dimension than the specified data size. Among these 

vectors, the features that help identify the type of sound source are 

selected. As their study distinguished sounds included in a specific 

class from those in other classes, different features were selected 

according to the sound to be classified. These input feature vectors 

with reduced dimensions were combined with the k-nearest neighbors 

(KNN) algorithm to classify the type of sound. The classification 

performance obtained by combining and using features derived from 

various domains (including human sound perception) was superior to 

that obtained using statistical features of frequency variations 

Fig. 1 Overview of the training (a) and testing (b) procedures. 

During training, three kinds of features are computed for 

each example in the training set. During testing, the feature 

vectors for each transient class are computed, and a 

classifier is used to determine the confidence value for each 

class model. The class with the highest confidence value is 

considered as the label of the test example (Tucker and 

Brown, 2005).
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over time that were obtained from frequency features or spectrograms 

of the observed signals. This was demonstrated by comparing the 

receiver-operating-characteristics (ROC) curve of the identifier using 

each feature. Finally, they concluded the following. To identify the 

type of transient sounds, it was most advantageous to select and use a 

feature that was suitable for the research purpose by integrating the 

sound perception features, frequency features, and statistical features.

To distinguish the types of noise sources by using machine learning, 

the classifiers need to learn a large amount of data. However, in 

practice, there is a deficiency of passive SONAR data classified by the 

type of noise source. Meanwhile, passive SONAR data without 

classification are relatively abundant. Yang et al. (2018) and Ke et al. 

(2018) have conducted studies utilizing unclassified SONAR data for 

pre-training to increase the efficiency of supervised learning. Yang et 

al. (2018) used the values of the final hidden layer of the competitive 

deep-belief network (CDBF) (designed by them) as classifier inputs. 

This was unlike other existing methods that use passively defined 

feature vectors based on the experience of experts. A large amount of 

data is required to automatically extract features from the input vector 

(e.g. spectrum) that are effective for classification. Unclassified 

SONAR data are used for this purpose. In CDBF, a restricted 

Boltzmann machine (RBM) is trained on the probability distribution of 

the input data. This is a type of unsupervised learning that is performed 

using data without class labels. Then, using the classified data, the 

degree of sensitivity of the unit in the hidden layer of the RBM can be 

calculated according to the type of the noise source. Based on this, the 

units of the hidden layer can be clustered. The competitive layer is 

placed at the rear of the hidden layer, and training is performed to 

Fig. 2 The process of underwater acoustic target recognition (Ke 

et al., 2018).

increase the distinction between the clustered classes. Finally, the unit 

value of the competitive layer is used as the input vector of the support 

vector machine (SVM) to distinguish between types of ships for 

classification. This method has delivered a classification performance 

that is superior to those of methods using the Mel-frequency cepstral 

coefficient (MFCC), waveform, wavelet, or feature vectors based on 

auditory model.

Ke et al. (2018) also used unclassified passive data to improve the 

accuracy of learning performed with marginal amounts of classified 

passive SONAR data. In their study, the following four steps were 

used for classifying ships: (1) pre-processing, (2) pre-training, (3) 

fine-tuning, and (4) classification (Fig. 2). In the pre-processing step, 

only the effective components for data classification were extracted 

from the measured time-series acoustic data through the wavelet 

transform. These extracted components were transformed to the 

frequency domain and used as a pre-training input for the subsequent 

step. In the pre-training step, a multi-layered autoencoder was used. 

High-level features for noise source classification were extracted from 

this encoder. In the fine-tuning step, the trained autoencoder was 

applied to a marginal amount of classified SONAR data. Furthermore, 

the training was performed such that the high-level feature vectors 

extracted through the feature-separation layer increased the spatial 

distance according to the class. The result of the fine-tuning step was 

used as the input to the support vector machine (SVM) in the 

classification step. This method delivered a better classification 

performance than those of the existing methods that use MFCC as the 

input.

Wang et al. (2019b) fused features extracted from multiple domains 

to identify the types of marine noise sources (four types of ship noises, 

marine mammal sounds, and background noise). Furthermore, they 

combined these with a deep neural network (DNN). Typically, MFCC 

is used to identify noise sources. However, it was verified in this study 

that the Gammatone frequency cepstral coefficient (GFCC) is more 

advantageous for marine noise source classification. Furthermore, the 

GFCC was used as a part of the feature vectors. Modified empirical 

mode decomposition was applied to extract the feature vectors 

incorporating diverse information related to complex marine noise 

sources, from time-series signals. At this time, the features were 

calculated based on the magnitude of the decomposed signals and 

frequency variation, which were fused with the GFCC and used as the 

input vectors of the DNN. The DNN had a Gaussian mixture model 

(GMM) in the first layer and extracted the statistical features of the 

feature vector rather than those of the overfit feature vector. These 

were used to conduct supervised learning. The performance was 

improved significantly compared to the results obtained from the 

existing noise source classification methods that combine MFCC with 

limited information by using a simple classifier such as a GMM.

As mentioned earlier, it has been established that the performance of 

a skilled SONAR operator is superior to that of the target detection 

process based on the traditional SONAR signal processing technique. 

For example, an echo signal from a metal object has a timbre that is 
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different from that of an echo signal from a natural object, such as a 

rock, and humans can recognize this difference. In this regard, studies 

have been conducted to identify target signals from echo signals 

having different timbres depending on the material of the target object 

using active SONAR (Allen et al., 2011; Murphy and Hines, 2014; 

Young and Hines, 2007). Similar to these studies, Yang and Chen 

(2015) conducted a study wherein they tested the human capability to 

distinguish between artificially generated sounds and naturally 

occurring sounds using passive SONAR. Furthermore, they analyzed 

strategies for humans to recognize sounds according to the sound 

sources to improve the performance of the automatic identifier. In their 

study, experiments were performed to understand the human 

capabilities of auditory perception for identifying and distinguishing 

between artificial sounds (such as those of large ships, torpedoes, and 

underwater vehicles) and natural sounds (such as those from dolphins 

or rain), between sounds of surface ships and submarines, and between 

sounds from three ships. For the sound identification method used by 

the participants in this experiment, the following were defined and 

extracted from the observed signals: harmonic spectrum features 

associated with the tonal component of the noise source, equivalent 

rectangular bandwidth spectrum features associated with the timbre, 

and auditory cortical features associated with frequency variation 

characteristics over time. The features extracted over multiple domains 

had a high dimension. In each domain, principal component analysis 

(PCA) was used to reduce the dimension and then combine the 

features to be used as input values for machine learning. In this study, 

a logistic regression-based classifier was trained using the training 

data prepared for each class, and the performance of the classifier 

trained for each objective was evaluated using the test data. It was 

verified that the automatic target classifier was superior to the human 

participants in all the tasks. In particular, the performance of the 

automatic target classifier with feature vectors of lower dimension was 

better when sounds were more similar within a class or when the 

sounds significantly differed across classes. The automatic target 

classifier delivered the most inferior performance in the classification 

of artificial noise and natural noise and the most superior performance 

in the classification of noise from the three ships. In addition, they 

proposed a method of combining the classification experience of the 

human participant with the automatic target classifier for the task of 

artificial/natural noise classification in which the classifier delivered 

the most inferior classification performance. Furthermore, they 

verified that the classification performance of the automatic target 

classifier could be improved through similar combinations.

2.2 Passive Target Localization

2.2.1 Passive target arrival angle estimation

In general, a vertical/horizontal line array consisting of multiple 

sensors is used for target localization in underwater acoustics. In 

particular, when the target is located remotely, the elevation angle or 

the azimuthal angle (depending on the type of line array) of the target 

can be estimated using the time difference of arrival of the target noise 

incident on the line array. Hereinafter, in this review paper, the 

elevation angle and azimuthal angle of the target are collectively 

referred to as the target arrival angle. In the conventional approach for 

underwater acoustics, the similarity between the acoustic field actually 

measured in the line array and the replica field simulated according to 

the arrival angle with the plane wave assumption is assessed to 

estimate the arrival angle of the target. This angle can be estimated 

using the replica field that displays high similarity with the measured 

field (Jensen et al., 2011). This technique is highly robust against 

noise. However, it has a disadvantage, wherein a long line array is 

required to estimate the target azimuthal angle with high resolution. 

An adaptive beamforming method has been proposed to overcome this 

disadvantage. However, the adaptive beamforming method using a 

covariance matrix of a measured field has a disadvantage: the 

performance deteriorates when correlated target signals are estimated 

(Jensen et al., 2011).

Several techniques have recently been proposed for estimating the 

target arrival angle with high resolution using a limited-length line 

array in an environment with correlated target signals. Among these, a 

representative technique is compressive beamforming (Edelmann and 

Gaumond, 2011; Xenaki et al., 2014; Xenaki and Gerstoft, 2015). It is 

based on compressive sensing, which is designed to derive the solution 

of a (non-deterministic) linear system. In compressive sensing, the 

sparsest solution among the many solutions that satisfy the linear 

system is determined by minimizing the norm of signal  (Donoho, 

2006). The target arrival angle in underwater acoustics can be 

estimated as a linear system problem. It is advantageous as the arrival 

angle can be estimated with high resolution using limited observation 

by applying compressive sensing. However, in compressive sensing 

with compressive beamforming, there is a trade-off between the 

observed data proximity and the sparsity of the estimated solution. 

Therefore, there is a disadvantage: the hyperparameters that determine 

the priority between the sparsity and data-fitting of the solution need to 

be adjusted passively to derive the solution that is appropriate for each 

scenario (Park et al., 2017). Sparse Bayesian learning (SBL), an 

algorithm based on machine learning, is drawing attention as an 

effective method to address this problem (Tipping, 2001).

SBL has been proposed for the regression of a specified data trend or 

classification using Bayesian inference (Tipping, 2001). Similar to 

compressive sensing, SBL is applied when the measured data can be 

represented as a linear combination of specified bases (linear system 

problem). In this case, it is assumed that the base size and noise in the 

measured data follow a normal distribution. Unlike compressive 

sensing (in which  is directly and deterministically derived), in SBL, 

 is derived by first estimating the probability distribution and then 

using the distribution. As mentioned earlier, the problem of evaluating 

the arrival angle of an underwater target can also be established as a 

linear system: . Here,  denotes the measured data, and  

denotes the noise included in each acoustic sensor of the line array. 

When estimating the target arrival angle using SBL, the probability 

distributions of  and  (i.e., the signal size and noise variance) can be 
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extracted from the measured data. The arrival angle of the target signal 

incident on the line array can be evaluated using probability 

distribution. While performing beamforming based on SBL, the signal 

size and noise variance are repeatedly updated using the expectation- 

maximization algorithm (Tipping, 2001). The update rule used at this 

time is one of the key parts of SBL. However, in this review paper, 

rather than detailing the algorithm of SBL, we review the SBL 

modification method that is used to estimate the target arrival angle 

more robustly.

When measuring an acoustic signal in an actual experiment, the 

target signal is continuously recorded on the line array. Multiple 

measurements or multi-snapshots in the time domain can be used to 

obtain a reliable estimation of the arrival angle of the target signal. In 

particular, the target in an adjacent signal can be regarded as 

stationary in the underwater environments where the speed of sound 

waves is significantly higher than the target speed. Gerstoft et al. 

(2016) extended the existing SBL to utilize the stationary target 

signal recorded at the adjacent time. In this manner, the single 

measurement signal  and the corresponding target signal size  of 

the existing SBL were substituted with the adjacent multiple 

measurement signals   ⋯  and corresponding target 

signal size   ⋯ , respectively. Here,   is a signal 

measured at a line array at a specific time, and   is the corresponding 

target signal. In addition, in the study mentioned earlier, it was 

assumed that the noise had the same variance regardless of the sensor 

and measurement time. Gerstoft et al. (2019) extended the SBL such 

that these noises could have different magnitudes depending on the 

sensor and measurement time. In addition, they verified through a 

simulation that the extension was capable of robustly estimating the 

target arrival angle, compared to the existing method. In addition, 

Nannuru et al. (2019) extended the conventional SBL to account for 

the scenario with different matrices   according to different 

frequencies. They verified the effectiveness of the extension method 

based on actual measurement data (SWellEx-96). 

For estimating the arrival angle of a target, SBL has the advantage 

of automatically deriving values without the need to adjust 

hyperparameters separately, unlike in the case of compressive sensing. 

However, as the linear relationship used in SBL utilizes a replica field 

for a preset target signal arrival angle, a basis mismatch occurs as in 

compressive beamforming. This lowers its performance. To address 

this problem, Das (2017) proposed two methods for the off-grid sparse 

Bayesian arrival angle estimation algorithm and analyzed the error of 

each method based on the Cramer–Rao lower bound (CRLB). The first 

method is based on the fact that a randomly incident target signal can 

be expressed by the Taylor series of a replica field having the arrival 

angle set at equal intervals. The difference is calculated between the 

actual arrival angle derived using the Taylor expansion process for the 

incident angle and the preset arrival angle. After adding this to the 

estimated variable of the SBL and updating it, the proposed method is 

more robust against a basis mismatch than the existing method. In the 

second method, it is assumed that the target signal incident on the 

Fig. 3 Comparing the conventional beamforming (CBF) spectra 

(denoted in blue) from two frequency bins [(a) 2625 Hz and 

(b) 2725 Hz] and the incoherent average of the CBF spectra 

from all frequency bins (c) with the estimated spectrum 

[denoted in dotted black in (a), (b), and (c)] by the proposed 

wideband direction-of-arrival estimation algorithm (Das and 

Sejnowski, 2017).

line array at an arbitrary angle can be expressed through linear 

interpolation of the replica field with respect to a preset arrival angle in 

the vicinity. The weights of the replica fields distributed at uniform 

angle intervals, which are used for linear interpolation, are additionally 

estimated by the SBL. The second method is more robust against basis 

mismatch than the existing SBL method. However, its performance is 

inferior to that of the first method. Subsequently, Das and Sejnowski 

(2017) extended the Taylor series-based off-grid sparse Bayesian 

arrival angle estimation method to include the broadband signals. This 

method was applied to the measured data. As shown in Fig. 3, a more 

reliable estimation of the target arrival angle was achieved by utilizing 

the common incident angle information of the target signal having 

various frequency components rather than using individual incident 

angle information.
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In the case of an SBL-based beamforming technique using multiple 

measurements over time, the arrival angle of a target is estimated 

without considering the correlation of adjacent measurements. Zhang 

and Rao (Zhang and Rao, 2011; Zhang and Rao, 2013) extended the 

existing SBL technique to consider the temporal correlation of the 

target signal observed in the line array signal at the adjacent time. They 

verified that this method outperformed the other techniques.

Furthermore, in one of the techniques for estimating the target 

arrival angle in air, the images obtained by combining the STFT of the 

acoustic signal measured using the microphone array and the phase 

component according to the frequency in a specific time frame were 

used as input values for a convolutional neural network (CNN) 

(Chakrabarty and Habets, 2017). This technique was able to estimate 

the arrival angle of a signal without generating a replica field based on 

an understanding of the physical properties. It can also be applied to 

signals measured with a line array that is installed underwater. 

However, to date, the estimation methods of the arrival angle of an 

underwater target using machine learning have been developed by 

modifying the update rule used in SBL according to the particular 

scenario, with SBL as the basic framework, as described in the 

examples of previous studies. This is because it is challenging to 

obtain the underwater measurement signals necessary for learning, 

unlike in the case of air. However, further research is likely to be 

conducted in the future on the automatic extraction of the arrival angle 

estimation rule from the data with higher availability of the signal data 

necessary for learning.

2.2.2 Passive target localization

In target localization, the wave propagation phenomenon in the 

underwater waveguide considering the sound speed profile, properties 

of the seafloor, and bathymetry are reflected. Furthermore, the replica 

field on the line array is calculated according to the location of the 

potential sound source. The results are compared with those of the 

measured field. This is called matched field processing (MFP). The 

research on MFP has grown rapidly because of the development of an 

acoustic propagation model that can simulate a real sound field in a 

specified marine environment. MFP is still used as a method of 

localizing underwater sound sources. However, there is a limitation in 

its use: the accuracy of the replica field is lowered when inaccurate 

marine environment information or an inappropriate acoustic 

propagation model is used (Jensen et al., 2011).

The application of machine learning to underwater sound source 

localization is known to have started in approximately the early 1990s 

(Ozard et al., 1991; Zion et al., 1991). These studies trained highly 

shallow feedforward neural networks (FNN) with simulation or 

measurement data and differentiated the range and depth information of 

underwater sound sources. The machine learning model used in these 

studies was a very simple model that considered the sum of linear 

weights as an output. Furthermore, in that period, there was limited 

understanding of how the optimal weight can be obtained using a 

nonlinear algorithm. This limited the amount of computation. With the 

development of machine learning, more advanced and improved models 

(compared to the initial ones) are being applied. Furthermore, an 

increasing number of studies are being published on the localization of 

underwater sound sources using data obtained directly from more 

complex marine environments or data simulated by models. Lefort et al. 

(2017) applied a regression-based localization technique for the tank 

experiment data and simulation data to examine whether underwater 

sound source localization was possible with a machine learning 

technique in a varying underwater channel environment. They reported 

on a few potential applications. In a study using in-situ measurement 

data, Niu et al. (2017a) directly trained the ship range estimation 

function with data obtained by a line array (The Santa Barbara Channel 

Experiment). In their study, the sound field measured by the line array 

and path of the ship sailing along a certain route were used as the training 

data, as shown in Fig. 4(a). At this time, several ships were operating on 

the same route, and specific ship noise and the corresponding route were 

used for training. Other ship noises were used for testing the 

performance of the proposed machine learning-based ship range 

estimation technique. In particular, ship noise had multiple frequency 

components in the low frequency band. Furthermore, the extracted 

vectors for each frequency were concatenated and used as the final input 

vector such that all the frequency components of the ship noise could be 

used for ship range estimation. As mentioned earlier, the GPS-based 

ship route was specified according to the sound field measurement time 

such that the range between the ship and line array for each input vector 

could be determined. In the case of MFP using a replica field, the 

performance rapidly deteriorated as the range of the ship increased. 

However, the machine learning-based classifier delivered superior 

performance even for the distant ships (Fig. 4(b)). Subsequently, Niu et 

al. (2017b) applied the proposed algorithm for other data (Noise09 

experiment). They investigated the performance of the machine 

learning-based ship range estimator according to the frequency 

Fig. 4 (a) Operation area and two shipping lanes in Santa Barbara 

Basin and the experiment geometry with three cargo ships 

transiting the operation area. The vertical line arrays are 

denoted by triangles. (b) Localization results with frequency 

band 53-200 Hz by Bartlett MFP (left); SVM classifier 

(middle); and FNN classifier (right) (Niu et al., 2017a).
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bandwidth of the ship noise or the supervised learning method 

(classification and regression). The method of classification with the use 

of multiple frequencies delivered superior results.

Furthermore, occasionally, in cases such as the operation of a passive 

SONAR system for military purposes, it is more important to accurately 

evaluate specific information, such as the depth of the target, rather than 

its overall spatial information. This is because the surface vessel and 

submarine can be distinguished according to the depth. This is another 

example where a simulated sound field based on an acoustic propagation 

model is mainly used (Conan et al., 2016; Conan et al., 2017; Liang et al., 

2018). In particular, Conan et al. (Conan et al., 2017) conducted a study 

to distinguish the depth of a sound source by using the propagation 

characteristics of sound waves in a specified environment. In their study, 

the normal mode method was used, which is one of the representative 

acoustic propagation models. The depth of the sound source was 

extracted by converting the measurement sound field into the mode 

space. They verified that the sound source depth can be estimated with 

higher accuracy using this approach based on binary classification, 

compared to using MFP. In contrast, Choi et al. (Choi et al., 2019) 

conducted a study to formulate a rule for estimating the depth of a sound 

source directly from the measured data using machine learning without 

a physical understanding of the propagation characteristics of the waves 

(Choi et al., 2019). In their study, the covariance matrix of the sound 

field measured in the vertical line array (VLA) and the mode space 

covariance matrix were used as the input values for machine learning. 

The mode space covariance matrix is the covariance of the space vector, 

which is a transformation of the sound field measured in the line array 

into the mode space based on the normal mode method. They derived a 

binary classification function for classifying surface vessel and 

submarine noises through representative machine-learning algorithms 

such as random forest, SVM, FNN, and CNN. In particular, most of the 

combinations using real/imaginary parts of the covariance matrix as 

input values exhibited high accuracy. For these studies on the sound 

source depth classification based on machine learning, a line array 

measurement field was required for learning. In their study, to overcome 

the challenge of acquiring a sufficient amount of actual measurement 

acoustic data necessary for learning in an underwater environment, 

simulation sound field results were used that had been obtained using the 

normal mode method in a specified marine environment. At this time, 

simulated sound fields were used for training and testing that had been 

generated in various scenarios by varying the range and depth of the 

source and signal-to-noise ratio.

While estimating the ship range using a machine-learning technique, 

such as FNN, the classifier may be overfitted to the training data as the 

learning process is repeated. This may not yield superior performance 

on the test data. Chi et al. (2019) prevented the classifier from being 

overfitted to the training data by adding regularization to the test data 

while training on ship range estimation. As the input, they used the 

covariance matrix of a vectorized sound field proposed by Niu et al. 

(2017a). In their study, with reference to the line array, the linear 

relationship between the range of a ship sailing at constant speed and 

the measurement time was optimized for each learning process. By 

using the optimized linear relationship and estimated range error as a 

regularization of the cost function, the study verified that the method 

prevented the classifier from being overfitted to the training data. It 

also verified that the classifier exhibited superior generality, compared 

to the MFP or the overfitted classifier.

While estimating the location of a sound source by applying FNN, it 

is necessary to train the weight and bias of all the layers connecting the 

input and output values based on the specified learning data. Wang and 

Peng (2018) extracted a spread factor that determined the probability 

distribution of data using a generalized regression neural network 

based on the data and performed localization of a sound source. In this 

case, as in the previous study, the normalized covariance matrix of the 

sound field measured by a VLA was used as the input value. In 

addition, a supervised learning method was applied that assigned range 

information to all the sound fields at the training stage. Thus, their 

study derived an algorithm that could estimate the location of a sound 

source by determining a spread factor that could provide the best 

probabilistic description of the training data with the class information. 

The proposed algorithm was applied to the Swellex-96 experiment 

data. This revealed that the method was superior to sound source 

localization using FNN or MFP.

In practice, the neural network-based sound source range estimation 

algorithm in underwater acoustics has a limitation: the weight and bias 

must be trained using a limited number of sound fields because of the 

deficiency of data. To address this problem, Wang et al. (2019a) 

proposed a deep transfer learning method. In their study, a simulated 

sound field was generated using an acoustic propagation model under 

various ocean environments where the ship range was to be estimated. 

Then, the simulated sound field was normalized according to the line 

array sensor, and the frequency and sound source range was estimated 

based on a CNN that used the normalized field as the input image for 

training. In addition, a limited amount of in-situ measurement data was 

used to fine-tune the weight and bias of the CNN that first underwent 

training through a simulated sound field. This deep transfer learning 

method was applied to the data measured in the deep-sea environment 

near China. The results verified that the method outperformed the 

existing MFP or CNN approaches based on deep learning.

Meanwhile, the underwater MFP works similar to the beamforming 

technique in terms of signal processing. The exception is that in the 

former, the replica field calculated for the line array according to the 

location of the sound source is generated by reflecting the sound wave 

propagation in the underwater waveguide. Gemba et al. (2019) used 

SBL, a machine-learning algorithm, to estimate sound-source location 

with high resolution (depth and range from the line array). They 

applied the SBL-based MFP to both the simulated and actually 

measured sound fields and demonstrated its effectiveness. In addition, 

Huang et al. (2018) used a different type of DNN for the localization of 

a sound source. The crucial difference between the two proposed 

DNNs is in the presence of a direct design of features to be used for 

learning. In the first method using the directly designed features, the 
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eigenvalues of the covariance matrix of the sound field observed with 

the line array were defined as the features, and these were combined 

with the neural network to localize the sound source. In particular, a 

time delay neural network was used to consider the temporal 

relationship of the measured field. Hence, the past and future 

(predicted) sound fields were used as the input values to estimate the 

present position of the measured field. In their study, regression-based 

supervised learning was used because the location information of the 

sound field used at the training stage was known, and the location of 

the sound source in a continuous space was derived. Accordingly, the 

objective function of this machine-learning technique was defined 

based on the distance between the estimated and actual sound-source 

locations. In the second method, the time-series signals measured by 

various sensors in the line array were used as the input values. Similar 

to a CNN, the filter for the sound source localization was 

automatically trained based on data. Furthermore, the features 

according to the purpose were automatically extracted and combined 

with an FNN to localize the sound source. Their study verified that this 

DNN-based sound source-localization algorithm outperformed the 

conventional MFP. In particular, the first method using directly 

designed features delivered the most superior performance, and the 

performance was evaluated under many scenarios. The performance of 

the sound source-localization algorithm based on machine learning 

was lowered when the ocean environment of the training data was 

different from that of the test data (e.g. difference in the bathymetry). 

This performance degradation can be reduced by training with data 

acquired from various environments.

As described earlier, underwater sound-source localization based on 

conventional MFP or machine learning uses spatially sampled sound 

pressure such as sound fields measured by a line array. Meanwhile, a 

study investigated the source localization by using the sound pressure 

measured by a sensor and utilizing broadband source signals with a 

machine-learning algorithm (Niu et al., 2019). In their study, the 

absolute vector of the sound pressure for each frequency was 

normalized and used to utilize the sound pressure measured in various 

frequency bands. In addition, when the magnitude of the sound source 

was frequency dependent, to reduce the effect of the sound source 

magnitude on the sound source localization, the above process was 

repeated at predetermined frequency-band intervals. This information 

was derived from the measured sound pressure and then applied to a 

DNN. The training for range information exploration was conducted 

by dividing into two stages depending on the range interval. 

Furthermore, an acoustic propagation model was used to generate 

large amount of acoustic data that was necessary for the training in two 

stages. This sound source-localization algorithm was applied to the 

data measured in the Yellow Sea. It delivered superior localization 

performance, compared to the performance of MFP.

3. Conclusion

In this paper, we have reviewed the history and evolution of passive 

SONAR applications from the studies employing conventional 

techniques to the research employing recent machine-learning 

techniques for target detection, classification, and localization.

In a passive SONAR system, target detection/classification uses and 

integrates multiple features from time, frequency, and other domains to 

overcome the limitations of the probability distribution analysis and 

threshold comparison-based techniques for signals that contain both the 

target signal and noise. The information of the target is extracted from 

the measured signals. The target identifier models are of various types in 

terms of use, ranging from simple binary classifiers to models imitating 

human sound perception capabilities and deep learning models capable 

of multiple classifications. These models are combined with 

conventional theoretical models. In addition, these complement each 

other in terms of the sound sources, environmental characteristics, and 

research objectives for continuous development. Various techniques are 

used for localization in passive SONAR systems, ranging from the 

conventional localization techniques represented by array signal 

processing and MFP to classification and regression models using 

compressive sensing, SBL, and machine- learning techniques based on 

measurement data. However, the satisfactory performance of these 

machine-learning techniques can be ensured only when sufficient 

quality data are secured. Therefore, methods are applied for 

simultaneously using the actual measurement data and data generated 

from the acoustic models. Although this paper describes techniques for 

utilizing machine learning only for passive SONAR systems, these 

techniques can be directly applied to active SONAR systems. This 

aspect as well as the passive SONAR system for detecting and 

classifying target signals will be discussed in the future.
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and the nation, thus holding our honesty, reputation and authority 
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waste of resources and reporting objective facts, trustworthy 
data and accurate research results.

  (b) We prohibit any fraudulent acts in conducting research such 
as fabrications, forgeries and plagiarism.

  (c) We must admit our mistakes or errors when they are verified 
and must not try to justify them by distorting facts or data.

 
 4. We do not have unfair competitions with others and solve 

problems with objective information and processes when there 
is a clash of interests.

  (a) We must not distort the professional, academical 
qualifications of ourselves and coworkers. We must not 
fabricate or exaggerate our positions or authorities of the 
past achievements.

  (b) Our papers must contain facts and no exaggeration that are 
contributed to media sources. When publishing a paper or 
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and data and must not cause harm to the public interest 
by making groundless argument or being involved in private 
interests with others.
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coworkers.

 6. All members of The Korean Society of Ocean Engineers must 
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D. The Scope of Manuscript

 1. Manuscripts include papers, technical reports and commentaries, 
and papers must be the ones that are not released in other 
journals.
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of submitted theses and that are published on a regular basis.
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results.
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codes of research, The Committee of Ethical Codes of 
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after examining all materials concerned and giving the 
contributor a chance to defend him/herself.

  (c) When any violations to ethical codes of research are found 
while screening or editing (after the insertion of a paper 
in an academic magazine), The Committee of Ethical Codes 
of Research determines its/their compliance to the 
regulations after giving the contributor a chance to defend 
him/herself.

  (d) When any violations to ethical codes of research are called 
into question after a paper is published, The Committee of 
Ethical Codes of Research determines its/their compliance 
to the regulations after giving the contributor a chance to 
defend him/herself.

 
 2. Processing Criteria
  (a) All processing criteria regarding fraudulent acts in research 

follow the regulations and detailed rules for operation of 
The Committee of Ethical Codes of Research of this society.

  
 3. Processing Procedure
  (a) When any affair is determined as a violation to the ethical 

codes of research in the phase of submission or screening, 
The Editing Commission should report it to The Committee 
of Ethical Codes of Research.

  (b) When any affair is determined as a violation to the ethical 
codes of research after the insertions of a paper in an 
academic magazine, The Committee of Ethical Codes of 
Research should immediately cancel its publication and 
notify the cancellation to the author/s

 

G. Ethical codes of Editing

 1. The editor must a strong sense of ethics regarding the codes 
of conduct in research and in publication. Also, he/she must 
not have any personal interests with others in the process of 
edition.

 2. The editor must thoroughly keep security in all matters related 
to the contribution of manuscripts, screening and publication.

 3. The editor must be well-informed about the violations to 
ethical codes of research and make a neutral and impersonal 
judgement when he/she found any violations.

Supplementary Provisions

 1. Regulations stated above are enacted after 1 Nov. 2008. For 
the manuscripts contributed in academic magazines before 1, 
Nov. 2008, the 3rd clause in “D” is not applied. Also, they 
are not interpreted as violations to the ethical codes of research 
even if they did not stated their source in the journal of this 
society.

 2. Also, for the papers applicable to the clause “D” or “E”, the 
writer/s can take measures such as “cancellation of a paper” 
based on their judgement, or “rejection of screening” if the 
paper is under screening.

 



Research and Publication Ethics

Authorship of the paper

Authorship should be limited to those who have made a significant 
contribution to the conception, design, execution, or interpretation 
of the reported study. All those who have made significant 
contributions should be listed as co-authors. Where there are others 
who have participated in certain substantive aspects of the research 
project, they should be acknowledged or listed as contributors.

The corresponding author should ensure that all appropriate 
co-authors and no inappropriate co-authors are included on the paper, 
and that all co-authors have seen and approved the final version 
of the paper and have agreed to its submission for publication.

Hazards and human or animal subjects

If the work involves chemicals, procedures or equipment that have 
any unusual hazards inherent in their use, the author must clearly 
identify these in the manuscript. If the work involves the use of 
animal or human subjects, the author should ensure that the 
manuscript contains a statement that all procedures were performed 
in compliance with relevant laws and institutional guidelines and 
that the appropriate institutional committee(s) has approved them. 
Authors should include a statement in the manuscript that informed 

consent was obtained for experimentation with human subjects. The 
privacy rights of human subjects must always be observed.

Ensure correct use of the terms sex (when reporting biological 
factors) and gender (identity, psychosocial or cultural factors), and, 
unless inappropriate, report the sex and/or gender of study 
participants, the sex of animals or cells, and describe the methods 
used to determine sex and gender. If the study was done involving 
an exclusive  population, for example in only one sex, authors should 
justify why, except in obvious cases. Authors should define how 
they determined race or ethnicity and justify their relevance

Fundamental errors in published works

When an author discovers a significant error or inaccuracy in his/her 
own published work, it is the author’s obligation to promptly notify 
the journal editor or publisher and cooperate with the editor to retract 
or correct the paper. If the editor or the publisher learns from a 
third party that a published work contains a significant error, it is 
the obligation of the author to promptly retract or correct the paper 
or provide evidence to the editor of the correctness of the original 
paper.
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